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Abstract  

 

Tourism and food are two sectors that have major impact on the environment, including 

the amount of global greenhouse gases (GHGs) they emit. The potential of the tourism 

sector to mitigate greenhouse gases through adaptation strategies of food supply and 

consumption at breakfast buffets in hotels is the major field of investigation in the 

current study.   

This thesis contributes an empirical analysis that uses knowledge from fieldwork in a 

touristic area in Sweden. The empirical work of this study consists of two steps. First, 

measuring the (un)sustainability of breakfast buffets in hotels, using the FOODSCALE 

method, determining potential pathways toward a less greenhouse gas emission 

intensive food supply and second, to distinguish tourist interest to adopt toward a more 

climate friendly diet away from home. As food consumption patterns of tourists are 

considered as critical contributors to greenhouse gas emissions, changes toward a more 

environmental friendly diet are urgently needed helping substantially in mitigating 

emissions of GHGs. However, this field has been sparsely explored which made it an 

interesting and important area for current research in tourism studies. 

 

The results and analysis showed that sustainable food consumption patterns of tourists 

can be encouraged through breakfast buffets. However, this is depending on a couple of 

determinants which have to be applied and fulfilled by breakfast buffets in hotels. 

Tourists interest to adapt toward a more climate friendly diet while being on holidays is 

depending on their eating habits and their interest in environmental sustainability issues. 

With the help of the 3 identified guest groups it can be determined that the majority of 

tourists' is willing to give up carbon-intensive eating habits and change their behavior 

when being on holidays. Hotels can act as role models, promoting more sustainable 

behaviour through sustainable food offers at breakfast buffets. The idea of hotels acting 

as role models focuses on encouraging beneficial decision-making, such as adopting 

food consumption patterns toward a carbon-neutral diet.  

 

 

Keywords: Tourism, food supply and consumption, breakfast buffets, greenhouse gas 

emissions, environmental sustainability, mitigation and adaptation strategies, 

FOODSCALE method, behaviour, social marketing.  
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1 Introduction 

 

Breakfast! The best start for a good day? – think of bowls of mixed fruits, thick vanilla 

yoghurt and all sorts of cheese, placed on a plate surrounded by nuts, chutneys and 

freshly cut vegetables. Thick bacon, scrambled egg, pancakes and French toast with hot 

maple syrup. The taste of sourdough bread and brioche, rich oatmeal with cinnamon and 

raisins topped with brown sugar and cream adding a freshly squeezed orange juice, a 

glass of milk and a strong macchiato - Breakfast is for many people the highlight of 

staying in a hotel.  

 

When tourists are staying in a hotel, breakfast is often the last meal they get served – 

but will they remember it? Will they think back to this place they stayed during their 

holidays were the food served at the breakfast buffets enriched their days, providing 

them with the energy they needed for their active days, leaving an aroma of fruits 

perfectly fitting this thriving sunny days in spring, introducing them to the taste of local 

bread adding zest of dairy products of the nearby farmer and surprising them with the 

taste of traditional sausage?  

 

Serving local and seasonal food at a breakfast buffet holds the opportunity to catch the 

guests interest to support local companies and to satisfy tourists, to make them come 

back and to maybe affect their holiday diets in a long term – introducing and 

implementing breakfast ideas, supporting a more sustainable behaviour when being on 

holidays and even in the daily routine back home.  

 

However, it is said that dining out causes carbon emissions, that restaurants generate 

greater amounts of food waste than people dining at home (Hu et al., 2013) and that 

tourists are dining out more often (Gössling et al., 2011).   

Food activities can have complex environmental effects (Hu et al., 2013) contributing to 

climatic changes as the food production system produces a high amount of greenhouse 

gas emissions. To reduce the environmental effects, caused by food production, supply 

and consumption the current study investigates the sustainability grade of breakfast 

buffets aiming to find out if sustainable food choices can be encouraged, for instance, 

through the improvement of the appeal of low-carbon food (Kleef, et al., 2014) which 

may lead to sustained behaviour changes.  

 

1.1 Background and motivation  

 

The United Nations Framework Conventions on Climate Change (UNFCCC) stated 

lately that “human influence on the climate system is clear, and recent anthropogenic 

emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) are the highest in history” (IPCC, 2014, p. 2). It 

is further expressed that “adaptation and mitigation are complementary strategies for 

reducing and managing the risks of climate change. Substantial emissions reductions 

over the next few decades can reduce climate risks in the 21
st
 century and beyond (…)” 
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(IPCC, 2014, p. 17). Scientists claimed that an increase of over 2°C in average global 

surface temperature should be avoided (e.g. O'Neill & Oppenheimer, 2002) which was 

recently confirmed in the Paris Agreement, where it is stated that the aim to strengthen 

the global response to the threat of climate change is to hold the increase in the global 

temperature to well below 2°C (UNFCCC, 2015). To achieve this aim it is necessary to 

reduce 40- 70% of global greenhouse gas emission by 2050 compared to 2010 (IPCC, 

2014, p. 20). Agriculture has been identified as a main contributor of greenhouse gas 

emissions, with dioxides, methane and nitrous oxides as main causes for the changing 

climate (Carlsson-Kanyama and González, 2009). Crop production and the 

environmental effects of food supply are therefore well known. Food accounts for 20% 

of GHG emissions (Hertwich & Peters, 2009) and food consumption patterns exceed the 

level of sustainability in the developed countries by far (Carlsson-Kanyama, 1998). 

Gössling et al. (2011) further clarifies that the emissions from food production are 

expected to increase.  

 

Food’s role in tourism and its complexity has been explored within the field of tourism. 

Hall and Sharples (2003) for instance highlighted a growth in attention to food in the 

field of tourism studies. Empirical studies exploring the consumption of food are 

however very few (Frisvoll et al., 2016).  

 

This study contributes an empirical analysis that uses knowledge from fieldwork in a 

touristic area in Sweden. The food supply at breakfast buffets and the perceptions and 

habits of hotel guests create the link between tourism, food and urgently needed 

changes in consumption patterns. The empirical work of this study consists of two steps. 

First, measuring the (un)sustainability of food supplied in hotels, using the 

FOODSCALE method, determining potential pathways toward a less greenhouse gas 

emission intensive food supply and second, to distinguish tourist interest to adopt 

toward a more climate friendly (environmentally sustainable) diet away from home.  

 

Girod and Haan (2009) determined in their study the greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction 

potential of sustainable consumption, finding that low GHG emissions are characterized 

for instance by a higher share of organic food or low meat consumption. They conclude 

that the "challenge is to shift consumption towards more climate friendly patterns and to 

prevent any trend towards high emitting consumption patterns" (p. 5650). In the IPCC 

mitigation report it is expressed that changes in lifestyle and behaviour patterns can 

contribute to climate change mitigation (IPCC, 2007, p.12). However, no concrete 

indications are given of what these consumption patterns should look like.  

 

In previous studies the potential of changes in consumption patterns has been 

acknowledged, analysed and discussed. Alfredsson (2004) for instance evolves GHG 

reductions of below 13% with a set of green consumption measures in Swedish 

households and Carlsson-Kanyama et al. (2005) determined in a similar study a 

reduction potential of 10-20%.   
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In 1992 the United Nations stated that unsustainable consumption patterns in the 

developed world are targeted as an area for major concern and that consumer 

information is given high priority. This unsustainable behavior in the western countries 

is still a field of significant importance in today's society. The current study addresses 

this issue, focuses on food supply and consumption and transfers it into the field of 

tourism studies examining it as the major research problem for the current thesis.  

 

The analysis of food supply and food consumption patterns in the context of tourism 

and its potential contribution to climate change mitigation throughout the reduction of 

greenhouse gas emissions is the main motivation behind this study. Food consumption 

patterns of tourists can be considered as critical contributors to greenhouse gas 

emissions due to the high amount of food consumed and its significant contribution to 

climate change. Changes toward a more environmental friendly diet could help 

substantially in mitigating emissions of GHGs. However, this field is little explored 

which makes it therefore an interesting and important area for current research in 

tourism studies.   

 

1.2 Aim of the study  

 

The aim of this study builds on two main sectors: the food system, that has been 

identified as one of the main contributors to anthropogenic climate change (Neff et al., 

2009) and the tourism sector that appears as another serious contributor to greenhouse 

gas emissions which makes both of them a relevant topic in current research.  

 

Aiming to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions led authors calling on tourists to change 

their behavior while traveling (Leahy, 2008; Scott, McBoyle, & Mills, 2003, in: 

McKercher et al., 2010); which is also a major concern in the current study, focusing on 

tourist food consumption away from home.  

 

Drawing on the above described circumstances the aim of the study is to:  

 

- Examine the potential to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions throughout food 

management practices at breakfast buffets in hotels targeting an 

implementation of more sustainable forms of tourist food consumption 

behavior.    

To meet this aim research questions have been set and objectives have been built. The 

following chapter outlines the objectives and research question of the study, 

representing the common theme of this thesis. 
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1.3 Research questions and objectives of the study  

 

The central research questions of this thesis are:  

 

- Can sustainable food consumption behavior of tourists be encouraged through 

breakfast buffets? 

- Are tourists interested in adopting a more climate friendly diet when being on 

holidays? 

The first research question is built on objective 1 and objective 2. The second research 

questions will be answerable with the help of the results gained though objective 2 and 

objective 3. The research questions are linked to Hall (2013) who is stating that tourists 

are often not yet willing to adopt a more environmentally sustainable behaviour whereas 

the industry often already encourages changes in consumer behaviour. Hall's (2013) 

statement will be considered in the current study exploring if the hotel industry 

encourages changes in consumer behaviour through their food supply at breakfast 

buffets. Tourists’ interest to adopt more environmentally friendly food consumption 

patterns will be examined additionally, aiming to contribute to the research field of 

tourism studies, highlighting how food supply and consumption patterns can contribute 

to a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions within the context of tourism.  

 

Three objectives have been set in order to answer the research questions accordingly:  

 

- Measure the (un)sustainability of hotel breakfast buffets regarding their 

supplied food  

- Explore possible pathways toward a more sustainable food supply at breakfast 

buffets   

- Examine guest perceptions of breakfast buffets, their eating habits both at 

home and away from home and their interest and awareness of sustainability 

issues.   

Numerous authors are pointing out the importance of future research in the field of 

tourism, food and behavioural patterns in regard to climate change and rising 

greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

After having outlined the structure of the thesis in the following chapter, the results of 

previous studies and research will be examined, emphasizing research gaps, which this 

study is aiming to fill. 
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1.4 Structure of the thesis  

 

The structure of this thesis builds on the six main chapters, including this introductory 

chapter that served to introduce the reader to the topic, to highlight the background and 

motivation of the study and to outline the aim, the research questions and research 

objectives.  

 

Chapter 2 consists of a literature review in which the used keywords and inclusion and 

exclusion will be presented first, before the results of previous research in tourism 

studies will be highlighted within three sub-chapters. Chapter 2 ends with a problem 

discussion highlighting gaps of research, investigated in this study.   

 

In chapter 3 the conceptual framework is presented building on philosophical 

perspectives, the main paradigm of research and the findings of previous studies. It 

outlines the ideas, concepts and practices that shaped the way research has been done in 

relation to the objectives and research questions of this study.  

 

Building on the ideas and concepts of the framework, chapter 4 outlines the 

methodology of my study drawing on a research design, including the research 

approach, the research strategy and the research method. The qualitative and 

quantitative tools for knowledge creation will be presented before the methods of 

analysis will be highlight. To conclude, ethical considerations and the research quality 

will be determined.  

 

The fifth chapter of my thesis is concerned with the empirical results and analysis. The 

chapter is divided into two main areas, drawing on the food supply side first, before 

emphasize is given on the food consumption side. After each of these areas of interest 

summaries will outline the main empirical findings.  

 

Finally, the conclusion provides an overview of the findings of my thesis mainly 

focusing on the objectives and research questions of my study. Moreover limitations of 

the study will be highlighted before suggestions for further research are given.  
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2 Literature review  

 

As elaborating literature on a particular subject leads to a better understanding of one's 

own research (Long, 2007) it is assumed that the following literature review provides 

useful insights for the research process undertaken in this study. A literature review is 

an important part of designing research; the following review was therefore one of the 

first steps investigated in this study. The literature review has been conducted in 

February 2016, aiming to identify a research gap, within an area of significant 

importance in current tourism studies. 

 

Different search engines have been used to collect articles within the fields of tourism 

and food supply and consumption. For all searches the option ‘peer-reviewed’ was 

chosen. The used keywords should either appear in the abstracts, keywords or titles of 

the results. 

 

A range of keywords was combined in order being able to choose from a large range of 

articles a few very specific ones, which fulfilled the requirements for this study (see 

inclusion/ exclusion criteria below).  

 

The keywords used in the literature review were: tourists, guests, consumers, food, 

breakfast buffet, meals, waste, tourism, hotel, restaurant, hospitality, supply, 

consumption, perception, habits, impacts, effects, choice, preferences, away-from-

home, global warming, emissions, mitigation, climate change, greenhouse gases.  

 

Keyword combinations have been applied for the searches in the databases. Moreover, a 

journal database was used to select articles in a more precise way. The journals were 

searches for articles have been undertaken were amongst others: Journal of Culinary 

Science & Technology, Journal of Foodservice, Foodservice Research International, 

British food journal, Tourism and Gastronomy, Journal of Restaurant & Foodservice 

Marketing, Journal of Food Products Marketing, Journal of culinary science & 

technology, Journal of hospitality and leisure marketing, Advances in Food, Journal of 

Food Products Marketing, Hospitality and Tourism, Tourism Management and Journal 

of Sustainable Tourism.  

 

With different combinations of these keywords it was possible to find relevant articles. 

However, only few articles have been selected for further reading, evaluation and 

analyses as most of them did not fit the inclusion/ exclusion criteria.  

 

The following inclusion criteria have been set for this review to select relevant articles 

in the field of tourism studies:  

 

 Types of studies: Primary quantitative and qualitative research studies. All types 

of study designs (including before- after studies, economic studies, health 

studies, environmental studies, tourism studies).  
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 People of interest and area of interest: Consumers dining out of home, away 

from country/ region of origin, area (institution) of public/ private food 

consumption, area of major interest in tourism.  

 Research outcomes: primary outcomes (e.g. increase/decrease of food 

supply/consumption, reduction/increase of food waste, environmental/ 

ecological benefits, mitigation/increase of greenhouse gas emissions) secondary 

outcomes (e.g. change in consumer behavior).  

 Data type(s): Must include primary data 

 Date of intervention and publication: January 1, 1995 – February 29, 2016.  

 Publication language: English  

 

To exclude studies from this review the following criteria were applied:  

 

 Studies with no environmental effects and no social compatible outcomes or 

outputs (e.g. excluding studies that examine health and obesity only, leaving 

environmental effects behind, experimental/ laboratory studies that cannot be 

transferred into the social constructed world)  

 Review articles; only references listed in review papers were screened to find 

more primary data sources.  

 

Determining for instance the food supply side away from home and its effects on 

consumption patterns regarding health and obesity issues resulted in over ten results 

(Bucher, et al., 2011; Chang, 2014; Cruwys, et al, 2015; Dayan & Bar-Hillel 2011; 

Hahm & Mahmmod, 2001; Kang, et al., 2015; Lassen, et al., 2006; Siniver, et al., 2013; 

Thunström and Nordström, 2012; Wadhera and Capaldi-Phillips, 2014; Wansiek and 

Hanks, 2013). However, some of them had to be excluded as they did not meet the 

below inclusion/ exclusion criteria.  

 

The results of the studies that have been found fitting these specific inclusion/ exclusion 

criteria will be presented below. A problem discussion will outline the research gaps at 

the end of this chapter.  

 

2.1 Food production, consumption and climate change 

 

In the food consumption literature it has been recognized that food is an important 

contributor to health (Bowen & Hilliard, 2006; Falk et al, 2001, Guthrie et al., 2015). 

Even though health is not the main field of interest in the current study the articles make 

a significant contribution to the knowledge that is of relevance before undertaking 

empirical research. The results of previous research are presented in the following sub-

section. An output summarizes the main findings at the end of this chapter.   

 

Wansiek and Hanks (2013) found that the first food a person encountered at a buffet 

was much more likely to be chosen than the last food the consumer reached. In total, the 

first three food items a person encountered in the buffet compromised about 65,7% of 
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their total plate, regardless of whether those first items were healthy (i.e. vegetable) or 

unhealthy (i.e. cheesy eggs). In the field of health and obesity providing information 

about why and how to choose a healthy diet has been the typical approach to encourage 

behavioral change (Guthrie et al., 2015). Information has also been suggested as a tool 

to influence food producers and markets to develop and promote more healthful 

products, creating an environment in which it is easier for consumers to make healthier 

choices (Guthrie, et al. 2015). Referring to Gössling and Hall (2013) consumption of 

food is associated with production and waste, stating that "depending on the choices 

made by those responsible for purchases, (...) may increase or decrease the sustainability 

of the global food industry" (p.7).  

One study has been conducted combining healthy eating and tourism, examining the 

influence of attitudes toward healthy eating on food consumption when travelling 

(Chang, 2014). Chang (2014) states that when traveling, tourists’ usual healthy eating 

habits might be ‘extended’ (p.2) as the consumption often occurs in an unfamiliar 

context. That means that when travelling tourists eat more unhealthy.  

 

Different studies have been conducted on the possibility to influence guests to choose 

healthier food in restaurants and canteens (Wansink, 2004; Wansink and Cheney, 2005; 

Wansink and Kim, 2005; Wansink and Chandon, 2006, Wansink, 2010). Visibility and 

presentation of food has as a significant impact on the type and amount of food 

consumed. The availability of a milk dispenser close to the dining area resulted for 

instance in higher consumption of milk (Lehner, et al., 2015). The influence of size has 

also been studied by researches determining for instance the impact of plate and spoon 

size on the amount of food consumed (Wansink, 2004). It has been stated that reduced 

plate size and reduced portion size reduces the total calorie intake and food waste 

(Freedman and Brochado, 2010; Rolls et al, 2002). One study has been conducted 

focusing on the effect of size on food waste among hotel guests in Norway. The plate 

diameter was reduced from 24 to 21 cm at buffets in 7 hotels and found that, on 

average, food waste was reduced by almost 20% (Kallbekken and Saelen, 2012). 

Wadhera and Capaldi-Phillips (2014) stated that in most cases the first sensory contact 

with food is through the eyes. In their study they suggest ways to increase fruit and 

vegetable intake and to decrease excessive food intake by highlighting visual hints. 

They found that an increased visibility of food increases food intake that reminders 

regarding the amount of food eaten decreases food intake and that foods located closer 

are consumed in larger amounts than those located far away. Further they stated that 

foodstuff served on red plates is consumed in smaller amounts, larger portions increase 

visual appeal and increases food intake, square shaped foods and foods cut into stripes 

are perceived to be larger than circular food or those cut into blocks and that foods cut 

into smaller pieces are preferred and consumed in smaller amounts than larger pieces of 

food (see Wadhera and Capaldi-Phillips, 2014 for references).  

 

Compared to the relationship of food consumption and health, food consumption and 

environmental issues, such as resulting greenhouse gas emission from food production 

have been studied much less. However, a few studies exist determining the 

interrelations of food consumption and climate change (Carlsson-Kanyama, 1998a; 
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Carlsson-Kanyama, 1998b, Carlsson-Kanyama and Ganzález, 2009; Kramer et al., 

1999) and reducing the food production and consumption emissions through, for 

instance, retailers considered as important actors in the development of more 

environmentally sustainable food systems (Tjärnemo and Södahl, 2015). Gössling and 

Hall (2013) stated that "climate change is a key issue for food production and 

consumption, because agriculture and food production chains are major contributors to 

emissions of greenhouse gases" (p.17). Encouraging pro environmental behavior (Barr, 

et al. 2011) is considered as an option for more environmental sustainability.  

 

Summary and output:  

 

This short summary gives an insight of what the above presented findings will carry out 

for the research undertaken in my own study. 

Even though health is not of major interest in the current study the above research 

results have been presented in this literature review as they make a significant 

contribution to the research undertaken and will be considered in my empirical work. 

Consumer interest in health and nutrition is increasing (WRAP, 2016) which also 

enables greater sustainability outcomes, as there is a strong link between dietary choices 

and the natural environment.  

Buffet structures and guest choices for instance will be examined in order to increase 

the chance of encountering low-carbon food items first, as Wansiek and Hanks (2013) 

found that the first three food items a person encountered compromised about 65,7% of 

their total plate. Visibility and presentation of specific food items will be considered and 

visual hints will be investigated in order to increase seasonal and regional food and to 

decrease excessive food intake. The necessity of a milk dispenser in the buffet area will 

be determined, aiming to reduce the milk consumption and the size of plates available 

for guest will be used as one measurement of the (un)sustainability grade of breakfast 

buffets as referring to Kallbekken and Saelen (2012), food waste was reduced by almost 

20% as they changed the plate size from 24cm to 21cm.  

The findings of previous research have been used in order operationalize the research 

questions and objectives of this study appropriately.  

 

However, the most significant research article in regard of the current study assesses the 

sustainability of food and goes ‘beyond calorie counting’ (Goggins and Rau, 2016, p. 

257). Goggins and Rau (2016) outline that “food consumption outside home is a 

growing phenomenon that is rapidly gaining in importance in terms of its impact on 

both consumers and the food system” (p. 257). Goggins and Rau (2016) therefore 

developed an innovative tool for measuring the sustainability of food consumed in 

public organizations. Their article “demonstrates the potential of the FOODSCALE 

method for assessing the (un)sustainability of food intended for public consumption” 

(p.257). Goggins and Rau (2016) paper “contributes to current food sustainability 

debates (…)” (p. 164) and introduce the FOODSCALE method which this study applies 

for the first time into the field of tourist studies.  
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2.2 Tourism, food and GHG emissions  

 

The importance of food on trips and holidays has been recognized in various studies 

(Enteleca Research Consultancy, 2000, Gössling and Hall, 2013; Hjalager and Richards, 

2002; Kim, et al., 2009, Telfer and Wall, 2000). Torres (2002) further highlights that the 

importance of creating backward linkages between tourism and agriculture is of 

growing importance in tourism studies. She states that tourism and agriculture research 

focuses mainly on hotel food acquisition and does not investigate in tourist food 

consumption and preferences. Mutlu & Gracia (2004) observed an increasing food 

consumption away from home in western countries. They further outlined that in 1999, 

93% of food away from home expenditures is carried out in hotels and restaurants.  It 

has been suggested that consumption of food and beverages may be a key reason for 

travelers to visit a particular destination (Kivela and Crotts, 2006; Telfer and Wall, 

2000) and that tasting local food is an essential part of the tourism experience (Hjalager 

and Richards, 2002). However, existing studies on consumption of local food and 

beverages at destinations are at an early stage (Kim et al, 2009).  

Mak et al., (2012a) investigated factors affecting tourist food consumption. The focus of 

their framework is on the socio-cultural and psychological factors that influence the 

food consumption behavior of tourists instead of being destination-specific or cuisine 

specific. To understand tourist’s need and wants in terms of food consumption is 

important to hospitality (Santich, 2007) in order to provide appropriate tourism dining 

experiences that lead to tourist satisfaction (Mak et al., 2012a). Mak et al., (2012b) 

developed a conceptual model to illustrate the influence of globalization on food 

consumption in tourism. They concluded that globalization can be seen as a threat but 

also a force which opens up new opportunities for reinvention of local gastronomic 

products and identities.  

 

Tourism has been recognised in previous studies as an important factor in global food 

consumption, with consequences for food production contributing to greenhouse gas 

emissions (Gössling and Peeters, 2015). Gössling and Peeters (2015) stated that there is 

very limited data on food consumption and tourism (p. 640) especially in regard to 

climate change issues.  

 

Gössling and Peeters (2015) calculated according to UNWTO-UNEP-WMO (2008) 

data, that almost 25 billion tourist days were spent in 2005 and that at an average of 

three meals per tourist per day this results in roughly 75 billion meals per year or about 

200 million meals per day. They conclude that the difference between standard diets at 

home and diets on holiday is at least 0.5 kg per person per day. Within tourism research 

Gössling (2001; 2015) conducted the two only studies that discuss food use intensities.  

 

In 2006 Alexandratos determined that per capita food consumption has been growing 

from 2,411 kcal per person per day around 1970 to 2,789 kcal per person per day in the 

year 2000, with further growth expected in 2030. Kearney (2010) indicates that the 

main drivers for food consumption are amongst income, urbanization and transnational 
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food corporations, retailing, food industry marketing and consumer attitudes and 

behaviour. Gössling and Hall (2013, p. 17) summarized the food consumption drivers 

and their consequences listing food supply, changes in retail, year-round availability of 

food, intensive food production methods as the main causes influencing food 

consumption. This leads toward a westernization of food lifestyles and an increased 

intake of meat, fat and processed foods. Such a food consumption behaviour results in 

health issues, urbanization diseases, increasing social inequality, loss of biodiversity, 

greenhouse gas emissions, changes in agriculture and food production systems.  Smith 

et al. (2009) pointed out that in 2005 agriculture accounted for between 10 and 12 per 

cent of total anthropogenic GHG emission with methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N²O) 

as the most problematic (In: Gössling and Hall, 2013, p. 18). Hertwich and Peters 

(2009) determined an even higher percentage. They explained that food accounts for 

20% of greenhouse gas emissions (p. 6417). Also the report of Hille et al. (2008, in: 

Gössling et al., 2013) identified that food consumption accounts for more than 20 per 

cent of Norway's total GHG emissions. In a study of Röös (2012) it has been recognised 

that the overall food consumption of an average Swedish consumer represents about 

25% of their climate impact (in: Lehner, et al 2015). Tukker et al. (2006, in: Gössling et 

al., 2013) estimated that what people eat has more impact on climate change than any 

other aspect of daily life.  

The environmental effects of food supply and consumption are well known. Gössling 

and Hall (2013) point out that the emissions from the culinary system will increase 

unless there is a dramatic transformation. Food production and consumption are of 

critical importance in the current and future development of GHG emission (Gössling 

and Hall, 2013). They further point out that no study has yet been published considering 

the interrelationships in tourism-related food consumption, energy use and GHG 

emissions. Gössling et al. (2011) analysed the greenhouse gas intensity of various meats 

and vegetables on a farming lifecycle basis. The comparison shows that beef production 

per 1000kcal will lead to emission of about 10kg CO2, lamb about 8 kg CO2, chicken 7 

kg CO2 and pork 2 kg CO2. The CO2 emissions of vegetable production range between 

0.12 kg Co2 per 1000 Kcal for carrots and onions to up to 45kg CO2 for cucumbers 

grown in heated greenhouses. Compared with meat the carbon footprint of seafood is 

relatively small. Mackerel account for 0.085kg CO2 emissions per 1000kcal and lobster 

for 109kg CO2 emission per 1000 kcal (Tyedmers, 2001; LCA Food 2003, in: Gössling 

et al 2013, p.21). Carlsson-Kanyama and González (2009) presented similar results in 

their case study involving 20 food items that ranged per kg between 0.4 and 30 kg CO2 

emissions. They stated that a more plant and meat based diet from animals with little 

enteric fermentation would avoid CH4 emission and towards foods processed energy-

efficiently may make considerable contribution to emission reduction.  

 

Previous studies determined that the choice of food and specific diets influences the 

energy requirements for the provision of human nutrition and associated GHG 

emissions (Carlsson-Kanyama, 1998; Carlsson-Kanyama et al., 2003; Engström et al., 

2007). Whole meals and individual food items differ substantially when GHG emissions 

are calculated. Current trends in food choices point toward increased environmental 
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effects (Carlsson-Kanyama & Lindén, 2001; Carlsson-Kanyama, 2004). Carlsson-

Kanyama and González (2009) suggest therefore that more environmentally friendly 

diets need to be identified.  

 

Tourism plays a critical role when it comes to the GHG emissions of food consumption 

as within the sector an enormous amount food items are produced, served and 

consumed. Gössling et al. (2011) point out the importance of foodservice establishments 

due to a relatively small number of companies influencing the food consumption of a 

comparatively large number of guests. They state that hotels for instance are companies 

that have the power to influence the sustainability of the food provided to tourists 

through their everyday business actions (Gössling et al., 2011).  

 

Gössling et al. (2011) further highlight that by making more informed choices about the 

purchasing, preparation and presentation of their food, food service providers could 

contribute to a more sustainable system of food production and consumption. The 

decisions and actions taken by foodservice providers may significantly contribute to the 

mitigation of global GHG emissions. Gössling et al. (2011) conclude that the role of 

food in tourism and the inter-relations between food production and consumption are of 

critical relevance to sustainability and need further investigation in order to engage in 

more climatically sustainable food management.  

 

2.3 Food sustainability in the field of tourism studies  

 

The issue of food sustainability will be determined throughout an example within 

tourism studies, before explaining the term sustainable consumption highlighting the 

need to change consumption patterns.  

Reducing food waste has been considered as one possible option for reducing emission 

of greenhouse gasses. A few authors have made investigations in examining the food 

intake reduction through the reduction of food waste (Freedman & Brochado, 2010; 

Papargyropoulou et al, 2016; Pirani, & Araft, 2015). Papargyropoulou, et al., (2016) 

proposed a new conceptual framework to identify and explain food waste prevention 

measures. They conducted a case study of food waste generation at a hotel restaurant in 

Malaysia in order to illustrate how their framework can be applied. Among their results 

they found that 173 kg of food waste per day was generated by the restaurant’s 

operations. The amount of food waste per customer decreased with the number of 

customers served per day, due to economies of scale. They compared the food waste of 

preparation waste, buffet leftover and customer plate leftover waste and found that ‘a la 

carte’ service produced more preparation waste per customer compared to buffet 

service. ‘A la carte’ meals had in average the highest food waste generation per 

customer. Breakfast buffet had the second highest food waste generation rate at 1.2 kg 

per customer served. 17% of food was lost during preparation, 7% was customer plate 

waste and 6% was buffet leftover waste. Vegetables, cereal and fruit represented the 

three most wasted food commodities. Rice noodles, cakes and desserts represented the 
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most leftovers from buffets and customer plate waste; fruits and vegetable were the 

most common preparation waste.  

In the case study of Papargyropoulou, et al. (2016) 56% of all food waste generated was 

avoidable. Their key recommendation for preventing food waste if offering ‘a la carte’ 

rather than buffet style service. Another study covered the entire food supply chain in 

the hospitality sector, providing insights into the topic of food waste generation 

determining for instance the food wasted at ‘a la carte’ servings, breakfast buffets and 

lunch buffets (Pirani and Arafat, 2015). At a breakfast buffet 82% of the total food input 

is eaten by customers. The highest amount of waste is produced from the serving dishes 

(7%). At lunch buffets only 22% of the total food input is actually eaten by customers 

and the food waste from serving dishes accounts for 44% of the total food input. 

Breakfast buffets are therefore producing much less waste than lunch buffets.  

 

Since the Rio Earth Summit in 1992 the term ‘sustainable consumption’ became an 

important policy element in national sustainable development strategies (Cohen, 2006; 

Jones, et al., 2009). Even though various authors defined sustainable consumption 

(Dahl, 2009;  Dolan, 2002;  Jackson, 2006; in Jones et al., 2009) it is still seen as ‘a goal 

with uncertain boundaries’ (Findeli, 2009; in Jones et al., 2009, p.818). Verain et al. 

(2015) explored in their study different types of sustainable food behaviors finding out 

that one meat-free day a week and eating smaller portions of meat were the most 

popular sustainable food behaviors in the sample, performed by 56.1% and 51.5% of the 

respondents. Eating less dairy (21.9%), buying organic dairy (24.8%) and buying free 

range meat (26.6%) were least popular.  

It has been recognized that there is a growing awareness regarding retailers and their 

role in promoting more sustainable patterns of consumption as large retailers are widely 

recognized to have a significant impact on the environment and society (Jones, et al., 

2009). In the UK it has been argued that ‘sustainable consumption is the most obdurate 

challenge for the sustainable development agenda’ (Cohen, 2005, In: Jones, et al. 2009, 

p. 815). However, a trend towards less environmental sustainable consumer behavior 

has been identified (Holden, 2014). Hall (2013) states that "tourism is empirically 

demonstrably less sustainable than ever, and continues to increase its absolute 

contribution to greenhouse gas emissions and therefore climate change" (p. 1091). 

Holden (2014) explains that "that challenge of how to solve environmentally damaging 

consumer behaviour is one that can be approached from varied perspectives (...)" (p. 

71). Lehner, et al. (2015) points out that information provision is the most widely used 

tool to promote sustainable consumption (p. 2), which is one form of more 

environmentally sustainable consumer behavior. However, Hall (2013) clarifies that 

many individuals are not yet willing to change their behavior as "environmental 

problems (...) are usually not translated into personally relevant cognitions or 

motivating attitudes" (p. 1094).  

The approach this paper suggests is to encourage pro-environmental food consumption, 

assuming that "people do not act as isolated individuals (...) instead consumption is 

socially situated and is often deeply embedded with habits and norms (...)" (Hall, 2013, 

p. 1099).  
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The following conclusion and discussion highlights the outtakes of previous research in 

regard of my own study and discusses how hotels can encourage a more 

environmentally sustainable behavior of their own guests. Social marketing is 

considered as one possible tool for influencing hotel guest food consumption toward a 

less carbon-intensive food intake.  

 

2.4 Problem discussion  

 

Referring to previous studies it can be summarized that food consumption patterns 

exceed the level of sustainability in the developed countries by far (Carlsson-Kanyama, 

1998, p.292), which evokes an urgent need in changing consumption behavior.  

 

Food production and consumption are of critical importance in the current and future 

development of GHG emission (Gössling and Hall, 2013) which highlights the 

relevance of my study as it is aimed to draw on pathways of how GHG emissions can be 

reduced through food production and consumption at breakfast buffets in hotels.  

 

It is stated that hotels are companies that have the power to influence the sustainability 

of the food provided to tourists through their everyday business actions (Gössling et al., 

2011), which is one reason for the choice of investigation upon hotels.  

 

Even though tourists are often not yet willing to adopt a more environmentally 

sustainable behaviour (Hall, 2013) the industry often encourages changes in consumer 

behaviour already. Hotels could therefore act as role models, promoting more 

sustainable behaviour through, for instance, sustainable food offers at breakfast buffets. 

One possible tool for influencing behavior change is through a social/ psychological 

approach, for instance nudging or social marketing (Chriss, 2015, Hall, 2013). The 

focus of this approach is to encourage beneficial decision-making by consumers, such 

as the adoption of more sustainable food consumption patterns to mitigate climate 

change. Kotler et al. (2002) defined social marketing as “the use of marketing principles 

and techniques to influence a target audience to voluntary accept, reject, modify or 

abandon a behavior for the benefit of individual, groups, or society as a whole” (p.394).  

 

Regarding tourism, relatively little research has been done concerning the potential of 

social marketing (Chhabra, Andereck, Yamanoi, & Plunkett, 2011; Dinan & Sargeant, 

2000; Kaczynski, 2008; Kim, Borges, & Chon, 2006 – In: Truong & Hall, 2013). Hall 

(2014) determines that only with the publication of two articles in 2000, social 

marketing gained a more specific focus in tourism. Further, referring to Weeden 2002; 

Chhabra 2010; Pomering et al. 2011; Lebel and Shamsub 2012, Hall (2014) claims, that 

“the potential of social marketing to encourage more sustainable and ethical tourist 

behaviors has become a significant research theme” (p. 9).  

 

Thus, it is undeniable that social marketing has big potential to encourage more 

sustainable consumption in tourism and is therefore proposed as one possible tool to 
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encourage more environmental sustainable food consumption patterns, for instance 

throughout more climate friendly food items, supplied at the breakfast buffets in hotels.  

 

Research gap  

 

The claim of the authors in previous research, demonstrates the urgent need of further 

investigation. The authors of previous articles for instance highlighted that future 

research is needed regarding the effects of the appearance of food (Kongsbak, 2016; 

Wadhera & Capaldi-Phillips, 2014), impacting meal consumption and guests food 

choices (Kang, et al, 2015; Torres, 2002; Thunström & Nordström, 2012; Verain et al., 

2015) tourist food consumption (Mak, et al. 2012a; Mak, et al. 2012b), plate size and 

food waste (Kallbekken & Saelen, 2013; Libotte et al., 2014; Papargyropoulou et al., 

2016; Wansink & Ittersum, 2013) and the effects of environmental changes on food 

intake (Rozin et al. 2011). 

 

The current paper contributes with the undertaken research to covering the above 

research gaps, emphasizing particularly the (un)sustainability of food, which has first 

been outlined by Goggins and Rau (2016). The research article of Goggins and Rau 

(2016) is identified as the leading research article with most significant information 

concerning my specific research topic. With this specific investigation it will be ensured 

that knowledge is created regarding the research gap of how greenhouse gases can be 

mitigated through food supply and consumption in the tourism sector 

 

Gössling and Peeters (2015) stated that there is very limited data on food consumption 

and tourism (p. 640) especially in regard to climate change issues. This study aims 

therefore to explore the possibilities of changing food supply and influencing 

consumption patterns toward more climate friendly habits of tourists eating at hotel 

breakfast buffets. 
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3 Conceptual framework 

 

The conceptual framework of this study identifies the key concepts and the relationships 

between them, guiding the subject matter of my study. Maxwell (2012) outlined that the 

framework represents “the system of concepts, assumptions, expectations, beliefs, and 

theories (…)” (p. 39) that supports and informs the undertaken research.  

 
The following chapter clarifies considerations also known under 'ontological' and 

'epistemological' (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2009, p. 8) perspectives and points out 

where I position myself within these concepts in order to create knowledge. The 

philosophical perspectives and the main paradigm of the research constitute the 

conceptual framework of the thesis, outlined in the second part of this chapter. The 

philosophical standpoints of my research influenced fundamentally how I designed and 

conducted my study. It creates the basis for the Methodology of my study which is the 

view of appropriate means that I used to develop knowledge. Followed by the 

presentation of the conceptual framework, the means that have been chosen to create 

knowledge will be outlined in chapter four.   

 

3.1 Building the framework - philosophical perspectives and paradigm 

of research  

 

The philosophical position must be coherent with theoretical and observational findings 

of the researcher's science; the philosophy of science justifies the researcher's choices of 

questions and methods. It is argued that the choice of research instrument depends on 

philosophical awareness rather than methods-level decision making (Phillimore & 

Goodson, 2004, p. 186). The choice of my research strategy and methods therefore 

includes the interconnected issues of "ontology (What is the nature of reality?), 

epistemology (what is the relationship between the inquirer and the known?), and 

methodology (how can we know the world, or gain knowledge of it?)" (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000, p. 19).  

 

I believe that a more valid understanding of a phenomenon derives from investigations 

in the real-world, instead of philosophizing and engaging in existing theories. The 

reality of food supply and consumption will therefore be studied first, before working 

backwards through analysing and interpreting the data to find patterns and relationships, 

investigating in perceptions and habits. 

 

Tourism research is rarely ever wholly phenomenological or strictly positivist 

(Henderson, 2011). Henderson (2011) explains that in tourism research a pragmatic 

suggesting evolved, that suits neither the paradigm of positivism nor phenomenology. 

Post-positivism is the philosophical perspective the pragmatic suggestion of Henderson 

(2011) is built on; which also represents the philosophical take of the current study.  
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Post-positivist research principles emphasize perceptions, habits  and the creation of 

new knowledge and are able to support social movements such as movements that 

aspire to change the world (Ryan, 2006) and for instance, to  investigate in options 

regarding climate change mitigation. The pragmatic paradigm of this study builds on the 

post-positivist perspectives, investigating a phenomenon in practice and creating 

knowledge that is needed in order to take action and mitigate the emissions of 

greenhouse gases.  

 

Cochrane (2002) outlined in her study of international relations post-positivist 

perspectives and linked it to Deweyan pragmatism. She draws on Dewey to argue that 

pragmatism “can help us to deal with some of the main problems faced by post-

positivist social scientists (…)” (p.528). The study of Cochrane (2002) is one example 

that builds on post-positivist perspectives making use of pragmatic research approach. 

This link has also been done in the current study, with pragmatism seen as a belief and 

attitude using practical results of ideas, beliefs and suggestions for determining their 

value and truth, following the leading ideas in pragmatism formulated by Peirce (1877); 

those of 'belief', 'doubt' and 'habit' (In: Pansiri, 2005, p. 197). The knowledge that has 

been created in my study "emphasizes the practical application of ideas by acting on 

them" (Gutek, 2014, p. 76) using the pragmatic approach 'testing' them in human habits, 

experiences and perceptions.  

 

The results of this study will not been gained through philosophizing; rather it has been 

chosen to experience the reality, to go out in the field and to create knowledge through 

action and practice. However, according to Alvesson and Sköldberg (2009, p. 300f.), it 

has to be noted, that the reality that this study investigates, is only 'true' for this very 

specific research. This is so, because of the "historical and changeable nature of social 

phenomena; what might be true in one context may not be so in another" (Alvesson and 

Sköldberg, 2009, p. 301).  

 

To find out about the truth and reality of the studied phenomenon, I collected multiple 

data, following the post-positivistic take of my study, using methods emphasizing on 

their strengths aiming to overcome their weaknesses, as in regard of the pragmatic 

perspective "there is no single, best 'scientific' method that can lead the way to 

indisputable knowledge" (Denscombe, 2010, p.148). To reach the aim of the current 

research I chose to add qualitative interviews to the results of the quantitative data 

collection, which makes it possible to discuss directly the issues and findings, tapping 

into participants' perspective and habits which leads to even stronger research results, 

drawing a bigger picture of the emphasized reality.  

 

After having described the researchers' philosophical perspectives and its main 

paradigm the conceptual framework of this study will be explained before the 

methodology of the current study will be presented. 
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3.2 Empirical techniques and procedures  

 

The empirical research of my study that follows a pragmatic approach is done in a 

natural context. Pragmatism is seen as an experience-centred philosophy, creating 

knowledge using research questions as most crucial tool. The applied research methods 

follow the research questions offering the best chance to obtain useful answers.  

 

As I believe that action is the way to change a phenomenon, behaviour and their 

consequences are the key factors to a conceptual development of achieving clarification 

regarding the research questions of this study. The earlier determined objectives of this 

study could also be formulated in a purely pragmatic perspective: "What can be done/ 

changed to implement more sustainable consumption patterns to reduce the GHG 

emission from the food system, one of the main contributors to anthropogenic climate 

change?" However, the question has to be taken more widely in order to be able to 

determine the (un)sustainability of supplied food first.  

  

The post-positivist stance of this study has been combined with a pragmatic approach of 

knowledge creation in order to build an appropriate framework, enabling the use of two 

different methods throughout a qualitative research process (Figure 1).  

 

The framework for the current study has been developed building on the research 

findings of previous studies; however, the research aims and objectives are no less 

important. Previous research, my motivation and ideas, objectives and aims but also 

tools and methods frame the structure of this thesis. Lew (2010) gives a definition of a 

conceptual framework which I would like to apply to my own research project. He 

states that the conceptual framework is “an overview of ideas and practices that shape 

the way research is done in a field of study” (Lew, 2010, p.20). The ideas and concepts 

that define the context for the research questions of the current study are determined in 

the figure below.  
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework  

 

 
 
Source: Own illustration  

 

The conceptual framework has been constructed on the basis of previous research, 

focussing on the research questions and objectives of the current study in order to meet 

the aim of the study and to achieve a mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions through 

social marketing.   

 

In the literature review the results of previous research have been presented. The two 

main themes, tourism and food have their meeting point within the field of climate 

change. Climate change is referred to in this thesis as a social phenomenon moving 

beyond its origin in the natural sciences. Tourism and tourists and food supply and 

consumption are two fields that significantly contribute to greenhouse gas emission and 

the changing climate. Tourism and agriculture are weather sensitive and climate 

dependent, which leads to an increasing vulnerability towards climatic changes. This 

means that the social is no longer apart from the nature building a basis for a future 

which is not secure and certain through rational (naturalistic) analysis.  
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Breakfast buffets in hotels are the main field of investigation. Besides producing 

greenhouse gas emissions and evoking climatic changes tourism and tourists and food 

supply and consumption are the main factors that are determinants of the outcomes 

when investigating the (un)sustainability of breakfast buffets and the guests interest to 

adopt toward a more climate friendly diet.  

 

The red coloured fields in the above figure illustrate the operationalization of the 

research questions and objectives of this study. The (un)sustainability of breakfast 

buffets and the guest interest to adopt toward a more climate friendly diet are the two 

empirical pathways which will help answering the research questions. The 

(un)sustainability of breakfast buffets will be measured through the FOODSCALE 

method and the guest interest to adopt toward a more climate friendly diet will be 

identified through interviews, emphasizing on the guests perceptions and habits.  

 

The empirical work of this study will be conducted following the earlier defined 

objectives, aiming to answer the research questions which will then lead to the 

fulfilment of the aim which is to “examine the potential to mitigate greenhouse gas 

emissions throughout food management practices in hotels targeting an 

implementation of more sustainable forms of tourist food consumption behavior”.    

 

For the implementation of more sustainable forms of food consumption, social 

marketing has been suggested in previous research as a tool for influencing behavior 

patterns. In the current study it is proposed as a tool to lead hotel guest food 

consumption toward a less carbon-intensive food intake, achieving a mitigation of 

GHGs.  

 

The conceptual framework is designed to demonstrate the importance of the study 

highlighting the need for further research. It builds the background for my empirical 

work and justifies it, as it points out its importance for today's academia.  

 

3.3 The theory of sustainability  

 

Alongside food supply and consumption, tourism, climate change and GHG emission, 

sustainability is an important part of the conceptual framework of this study. 

Sustainability issues are part of the theoretical background that influences the research 

questions and objectives. It has to be noted that for this study only the environmental 

sustainability concerns have been taken into account.  

 

The concept of sustainability underlying the topics of food production and consumption 

and tourism is the theory on which the conceptual framework is built on. As the 

literature review exemplified the topics are in interrelations with each other, framing the 

principles and guideline for the undertaken research outpointing the urgent need of 

achieving changes in tourism and food consumption patterns.  
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Food production, food supply and food consumption have to change toward more 

sustainable actions in order to maintain an expectable food quality and being able to 

work towards a mitigation of emissions. 

 

Awareness for environmental sustainability was raised by the Brundtland report in 

1987. Back then, humanity has been given the ability to make development sustainable, 

ensuring "that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs" (Brundtland report, 1987, p. 16). 

Transferring this into the field of food production, supply and consumption it results in 

a change of consumption patterns, a more environmentally friendly supply and a less 

environmentally aggressive food production, in order to meet the need of the present, 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It is 

stated that "world population has doubled while the available calories per head 

increased by 25%" (Fresco, 2009, cited in: Gössling and Hall, 2013, p.4) only, which 

leads toward a food shortage.  

However, the growing world population and the demand for high-protein food, creates 

pressure on farmer's to produce increasing volumes of (protein-rich) food at declining 

unit costs (Gössling and Hall, 2013, p.4). To counteract this process the GHG emissions 

need to be reduced to mitigate climate change to prevent a food shortage at the time of 

our future generations. Regarding the current study the sustainability issues are always 

present as at is aimed to contribute with this study toward a better understanding of the 

interconnections between tourism, food and climate change.  

 

Tourism nowadays holds the responsibility to include sustainability issues, in order not 

to compromise the ability of our future generations to meet their own needs (UNWTO, 

n.d.). Being able to judge the optimal use of environmental resources in the field of 

tourism and food the (un)sustainability of breakfast buffets is taken into account in 

order to indicate pathways for a more environmentally friendly consumption which 

should help conserving our natural world, through the mitigation of greenhouse gas 

emissions, in the time of the Anthropocene.  

 

The results of the empirical work of my study will contribute to encourage sustainable 

consumption patterns toward a more climate friendly diet with reduced contribution to 

greenhouse gas emission.  

 

In the following chapter, the methodology of my study will clarify the research design 

including the research approach, the research strategy and the research method. The 

qualitative and quantitative tools for knowledge creation will be presented before the 

methods of analysis will be highlight. Moreover the ethical considerations and the 

research quality will be determined at the end of the chapter. 
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4 Methodology  

 

The methodology of my study builds on the defined aim and objectives, draws on post-

positivistic and pragmatic practices and follows the concepts of the framework of the 

study. The methodology represents “an area that connects issues at the abstract level of 

epistemology and the mechanical level of actual methods” (Morgan, 2007, p. 68). The 

current study follows Morgan’s (2007) pragmatic approach placing the methodology at 

the centre of this study, representing the link between philosophical perspectives and the 

methods applied for the study.  

 

 

Figure 2: Research design 

 
 

Source: Own illustration  

 

Figure 2 outlines the research design of my study. It connects the conceptual framework 

with the methodology which is followed by the results and analysis of the empirical 

knowledge creation. Further than that the above figure represents a guideline for the 

current chapter. As illustrated above the methodology is divided into the research 

approach, the research strategy and the research method. The study and its entire 

methodology builds on a qualitative research approach. Qualitative research represents 
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in my study a series of methods investigating the social phenomenon of climate change 

and engaging a possible mitigation of it. Placing emphasis on participants, their 

perception and habits it is aimed to find solutions for possible reduction of greenhouse 

gas emission through supply and consumption of food at breakfast buffets in hotels.  

 

4.1 Research approach  

 

The current study is framed by the beliefs of qualitative research creating a full and 

rounded understanding of a social phenomenon. Various information will be gathered 

about a small number of cases and people. However, as it is aimed to build a rich 

picture of the complex reality being studied, it will not be sufficient to focus on 

qualitative data. The FOODSCALE method using questionnaires and measurements 

will be applied in order to represent a picture of the reality, which will then be 

investigated using qualitative methods.  

 

The qualitative research of this study aims to look at the totality of a situation. Multiple 

methods will therefore be used to establish different views of the phenomenon, 

representing an objective reality. Small samples will be taken to investigate in depth and 

to develop ideas through induction from data.  

 

The below definition points out the meaning of qualitative research in regard to my own 

study:  

“Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the 

world. Qualitative research consists of a set of interpretive, material 

practices that make the world visible. These practices transform the world. 

They turn the world into a series of representations, including field notes, 

interviews, conversations, photographs, recordings and memos to the self. 

At this level, qualitative research involves an interpretive, naturalistic 

approach to the world. This means that qualitative researchers study things 

in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of or interpret 

phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them.” (Denzin and 

Lincoln, 2011, p.3)  

 

The above quote highlights the characteristics of the current study; for instance that the 

researcher is studying (observing, measuring, analysing) a phenomenon in its natural 

setting, applying tools and creating knowledge that is needed in order to investigate 

practices that will mitigate greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

Questionnaires, field notes, observations and interviews represent the findings of this 

study, drawing on an interpretive approach with significant importance of perceptions 

and habits people disclose. Qualitative research aims to understand reality, which is 

seen to be socially constructed by individuals and their interaction in the world; further 

it is based on words or visual images and it is associated with small-scale studies aiming 

to provide a comprehensive perspective to the studied problem (Merriam, 2009; 
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Denscombe, 2010). The qualitative approach is appropriate for this thesis as it is a 

small-scale thesis, where the researcher wants to provide an understanding of how a 

global phenomenon (climate change and rising GHGs) can be mitigated through food 

supply and consumption in the tourism sector. This approach makes it possible to meet 

the objectives, to answer the research questions and to reach the aim of this study; 

which would be rather difficult with the choice of using a quantitative approach.  

 

In contrary to the qualitative method, the quantitative method sees reality as a problem 

that can be measured. The qualitative approach used in the current study generates data 

that is in-depth; consequently, referring to the literature, the qualitative approach is a 

better option for this study, as for instance, it does not focus on quantity.  

 

This study had its starting point in induction, as it is built on empirical data (Alvesson 

and Sköldberg, 2009), investigating a number of single cases, and defining a theory 

which was then examined deductively. Abduction is therefore defined as the main 

research process for this study as knowledge will be conducted through action, 

emphasizing on practice in the real world, moving between theories, empirics and the 

reality in practice.  

 

One characteristic of the research undertaken in this study is that theory and practice is 

not kept separate. Moving between theory and data never operates in only one direction 

(Morgan, 2007) as during the actual design, collection and analysis of data it is 

impossible to operate in either an exclusively theory - or data- driven fashion. I believe 

that the abductive approach is the best one for this study as it can be understood as a 

connection of theory and data that moves back and forth between induction and 

deduction - first converting observations into theories and then assessing those theories 

through action (Morgan, 2007) aiming to achieve a change. These two very particular 

steps frame the methodology for this study; first, data will be gathered using 

quantitative data collection methods, and secondly, drawing on these results, 

information, guest from hotel guest perceptions and habits will be compiled, to create 

knowledge that will advance tourism research, protects our environment and highlights 

potential pathways regarding the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

Following the presented research design in Figure 2, I will now, after having explained 

the research approach, determine the research strategy, consisting of a single case-

multiple-site study.  

 

4.2 Research strategy 

 

The research strategy of the current research consists of a case study design. A case 

study strategy allows the researcher to gain comprehensive and meaningful view of real 

life events (Merriam, 2009, Denscombe, 2010), which is one reason for determining the 

research strategy of the current study as a ‘case study design’.  
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Altinay and Paraskevas (2008) state that “case study has been a popular research 

strategy among hospitality researchers (…)” (p.77). I believe that a case study is the 

most appropriate option to accomplish the research objectives, since I intend to examine 

hotel breakfast buffets in a one-time study. The examined breakfast buffets build the 

case for the current study. My study is also aiming to gain a deeper understanding of 

food choices and consumption pattern of tourists and to further give answers to the 

question of how climate change can be mitigated through food supply at breakfast 

buffets. Because of this, a case study is an ideal choice, since it allows the researcher to 

gain a deep understanding of a complex social phenomenon in the field of tourism 

research. The detailed strategy of the case study undertaken will be examined in the 

following section.  

 

4.2.1 Case study  

 

Breakfast buffets the cases of my study, existed prior to this research project and will 

continue to exist after conducting the research, which is defined as one of the main 

characteristic of case studies (Denscombe, 2010). The current case study is further 

conducted in a natural setting. In the literature it has been noted that case study research 

is a design "that is most appropriate for initial, exploratory research, often of qualitative 

nature" (Brotherton, 2008, p. 122). This statement legitimatizes the choice of a case 

study strategy in the current study, as the research undertaken is initial, exploratory and 

of qualitative nature.  

 

When designing a case study it is important that the researcher decides whether a single 

case study or a multiple case study should be conducted. Referring to Dubois and Gadde 

(2002) a multiple case study consists of various cases and different sources that can 

contribute to new dimensions of the undertaken research. A multi-site case study in 

contrast “investigates a (…) contemporary phenomenon that is common to two or more 

real-world or naturalistic settings” (Wiebe et al.. 2010, p. 587). The contemporary 

phenomenon in my study is the supply and consumption of food, producing GHGs, 

which are aimed being reduced through the findings of this study.  

 

In the single case- multi- sight study of the current research the case design is same 

across all sites (supply and consumption of food at breakfast buffets). This means that 

the same phenomenon is studied aiming to meet the same research objectives. 

Additionally the same data collection methods and analysis have been used across all 

sites.  

 

I believe that a multi-site case study will benefit my study since it will enable me to take 

different breakfast buffets into account to meet the same research objectives within each 

case. I have decided to disregard a single case study that uses only one site, since it 

mostly aims to test a theory investigating one unique phenomenon. My study concerns 

GHG emissions from food production and consumption, in which evidently more than 

one breakfast buffet contributes to and can therefore not be considered unique. I do not 
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either aim to test an existing theory. Hence, a single case study is not considered 

appropriate.  

 

4.2.2 Selection of case companies 

 

When selecting cases it is important that the units have distinct boundaries to enable the 

researcher to separate what is part of the case and what is not (Denscombe, 2010). The 

way that the boundaries are set is vital, since it determines what can be found (Dubois 

and Gadde, 2002) and analysed. The boundary for selecting the units of analysis (the 

cases) in my study was the tourism sector; the examined breakfast buffets had to be 

found within the field of tourism; hotels were therefore chosen as appropriate tools for 

investigating the chosen cases. For the sampling process a unit of analysis has been 

chosen according to the research questions, aiming to provide answers appropriately. 

How the group of cases, building my unit of analysis has been selected is determined 

below. 

 

To find the best cases for the study, Merriam (2009) states that criteria have to be 

established that will function as a guide to the selection of cases. I have based my 

selection of cases on convenience sampling, which is when the selection is based on 

time, money, location, availability of sites or respondents (Merriam, 2009). When 

making my selection the time and money aspects were taken into consideration. 

Achieving a geographical distribution that satisfies the study's requirements (Gagnon, 

2010) was a limitation to the selection of case studies. In addition, time made it difficult 

to make extensive travels to collect the data. Therefore, selected cases were located in 

the cities of Kalmar and Växjö in south-east Sweden. Additionally a hotel from Italy has 

been selected, applied as best practice case.  

 

Purposive sampling techniques have also been employed in order to generate much 

detail from these few specific cases, aiming to get the best information through focusing 

on a relatively small number of instances. It has been stated that “purposive sampling 

leads to greater depth of information from a smaller number of carefully selected cases 

(…)” (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2009, p.292). The sample for my study was ‘hand-

picked’ (Denscombe, 2010, p.35) already knowing which hotels offer inclusive 

breakfast buffets, seen as instances that are likely to produce the most valuable data.  

 

Following the above explained techniques 11 hotels have been chosen for measuring the 

(un)sustainability grade of breakfast buffets, using the FOODSCALE method, a 

questionnaire which has been filled in by each of the hotel managers. To guarantee the 

anonymity of the selected hotels, they will not be listed, named or identified in any way 

throughout the thesis.  

 

For the ten face-to-face in-depth interviews with tourists two of these 11 hotels have 

been selected for conducting the interviews. It was aimed to find out if tourists are 

interested and willing to adopt toward a more climate friendly diet when being on 
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holidays. Their food choices, perceptions and habits were the major topics of 

investigation.  

 

Following Denscombes’ (2010) statement that "the case study approach allows the use 

of a variety of research methods(…)” and that it “(…)more or less encourages the use of 

multiple methods in order to capture the complex reality under scrutiny" (p. 62) the 

current study made use of two different methods, meeting the research objectives either 

with quantitative, qualitative or a mix of both methods. The next chapter explains the 

research methods and determines them as either quantitative or qualitative method. 

 

4.3 Research method  

 

Besides the post-positivistic perspective that relies on multiple methods, pragmatism 

has been seen as a position that widely uses mixed method research (Teddlie and 

Tashkkori, 2011). The Deweyan approach of pragmatism, which has been introduced in 

chapter 3, is a paradigm that legitimizes the mix of methods. The purpose of mixing 

methods in the current study is completeness and diversity. Aiming to obtain a complete 

and at the same time divergent picture of the studied phenomenon the use of two 

methods was convenient and suitable. As from the post-positivistic stance and the 

pragmatic point of view there is no single, best scientific method to gain knowledge, 

two methods have been mixed to gain a deeper understanding of the studied 

phenomenon and to meet the objectives of the study appropriately.  

 

However, the overarching research approach is still of qualitative nature, making only 

use of quantitative methods in order to accomplish the objectives appropriately. The 

findings of quantitative data will not be reported in terms of complex statistical 

measures or methods that quantitative researchers are drawn to. The findings will be 

analysed qualitatively following the qualitative research approach. The structured 

questionnaire is only a tool employed to extend the knowledge gained through 

qualitative methods. The term ‘qualitizing’ (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2009 p.288) can 

be applied for this study using a process in which quantitative data are transformed into 

data that can be analysed qualitatively. 

 

The knowledge creation of the thesis is mainly based on primary data as I believe that 

by collecting primary data I will get hold of information that is of specific relevance for 

my research subjects, directly contributing to fulfilling the aim and objectives. 

Secondary data was only used for the literature review and theoretical background, 

including relevant book sections, journal articles, case studies, reports and proceedings 

of conferences. The analysis of the secondary sources exposed gaps in the research, 

including the food supply and consumption in the tourism sector, although both topics 

are of great relevance in current academia. To contribute to the collection of new data, it 

was therefore decided to conduct primary research in order to get new information 

about the sustainability of breakfast buffets.  
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To meet the objectives and to answer the research questions accordingly, a data 

collection strategy has been set consisting of a quantitative (FOODSCALE 

questionnaire) and a qualitative (In-depth interviews) data collection method.  

 

The first objective “Measure the (un)sustainability of hotel breakfast buffets 

regarding their of supplied food” has been investigated using the quantitative data 

collection method.  

 

The second objective “Explore possible pathways toward a more sustainable food 

supply at breakfast buffets” has been investigated using both quantitative and 

qualitative data collection methods. 

 

The third objective “Examine guest perceptions of breakfast buffets, their eating 

habits both at home and away from home and their interest and awareness of 

sustainability issues” has been investigated using the qualitative data collection 

method.  

 

After having defined the research approach (qualitative approach), having clarified the 

research strategy (case study design) and having described the research method (mixed 

methods) the two tools which were used for meeting the objectives of the study, 

outlined in the conceptual framework (Figure 1) and the studies research design (Figure 

2) will be determined in detail in the following sub-chapters.  

 

The quantitative method – the FOODSCALE questionnaire was used as a tool to 

measure the (un)sustainability of breakfast buffets and the qualitative method – in 

depth-interviews were conducted to find out about guest perception and habits in order 

to identify tourists interest to adopt towards more sustainable consumption patterns with 

reduced GHGs.  

 

The following two sub-chapters will outline the quantitative and the qualitative data 

collection tools in detail.  

 

4.4 Quantitative data collection – FOODSCALE questionnaire 

 

Questionnaires are according to Altinay and Paraskevas (2008, p.120) one of the most 

popular data collection method among hospitality and tourism researchers. For the 

current study they have been used to determine the (un)sustainability of breakfast 

buffets among purposeful selected cases in Kalmar, Växjö and Italy. I have used a pre-

determined, structured set of questions to obtain information from the unit of analysis. 

Being able to meet the first research objective the collection of standardized data from 

identical questions was necessary. Personal and face-to-face interaction was not 

required to meet the first objective of this study. The questionnaire has therefore been 

constructed in a way that the respondents are able to read and understand the questions 

independently. The information I gathered through questionnaires falls into 
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Denscombes (2010) category of ‘factual information’ (p.157) which requires 

respondents to reveal straightforward information but does not require personal attitudes 

and opinions.  

 

4.4.1 Background 

 

To meet the first objective of the current study the FOODSCALE method was chosen in 

order to measure the (un)sustainability grade of breakfast buffets appropriately. The 

FOODSCALE method has been developed by Goggins and Rau (2016) as a "tool for 

measuring the sustainability of food intended for public consumption in organizations 

such as schools, hospitals and workplaces" (Goggins and Rau, 2016, p. 257). The tool 

was developed referring to an extensive review of food sustainability literature and 25 

qualitative interviews with food experts. Goggins and Rau (2016) developed the 

FOODSCALE method that offers an innovative and holistic tool for assessing the 

sustainability of food opening up opportunities for identifying both existing good 

practice and areas for improvement.  

 

Goggins and Rau (2016) encourage academics and students to use the FOODSCLAE 

method for further research. Even though the FOODSCALE method was originally 

designed to measure the sustainability of food provided as a secondary activity by 

organizations, they highlight that primary food sector businesses such as restaurants 

could also benefit from its application. The FOODSCALE method was not initially 

developed for the purposes of the current study, however the FOODSCALE method is a 

tool which suits the framework of the current study and makes the measurement of the 

sustainability grade of breakfast buffets possible.  

 

It has to be noted that the FOODSCALE method has never been used in tourism studies. 

Neither has it been used for the application in hotels nor the measurement of the 

sustainability grade of breakfast buffets. Adaptions of the original FOODSCALE 

method were therefore necessary in order to make the FOODSCALE method suitable 

for the framework of the current study. Changes were made regarding the categories, 

questions and the underlying scoring system. The following sub-chapter outlines the 

characteristics of the FOODSCALE questionnaire used in the current study.  

 

4.4.2 The questionnaire  

 

Aiming to measure the sustainability grade of breakfast buffets it was essential to define 

sustainable food. However, there is no consistent definition determining sustainable 

food, which made it difficult to measure it. Nevertheless measurements were set 

building on the aim of this study, reducing GHGs emitted through production, supply 

and consumption of food. Therefore the definition was set that food with lower 

environmental impact is more sustainable than food with higher GHG emission being 

more environmentally unfriendly.  
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The categories and each question were designed following this definition, focusing on 

characteristics that reflect a greater environmental sustainability mainly drawing on 

results of previous research.  

 

The final re-adapted questionnaire consisted of 11 categories containing 38 questions 

designed for hotel and restaurant managers.  

 

Table 1: FOODSCALE questionnaire  

Category 1: Organic certified food 2 questions 

Category 2: Seasonality 3 questions 

Category 3: Fairly traded products 3 questions 

Category 4: Meat and fish 4 questions 

Category 5: Eggs 2 questions 

Category 6: Water 2 questions 

Category 7: Food waste 4 questions 

Category 8: Origin of food 9 questions 

Category 9: Consumer information 5 questions 

Category 10: Encouraging sustainability 2 questions 

Category 11: Buffet structure 2 questions 

 

Source: Own illustration  

 

In addition to these 38 questions the respondents were asked to provide some 

background information about their business. Questions were asked about ownership 

and affiliations, the target market, the hotel size (number of rooms and employees), the 

average number of breakfast buffet meals served per day, food procurement practices 

and food subsidized.  

 

The first category organic certified food has been included in the FOODSCALE 

questionnaire as one of eleven categories indicating the environmental sustainability 

grade, measured through the questionnaire.  

The German food sector for instance is currently accountable for 16 to 22 percent of the 

total amount of greenhouse gas emissions and more than two third of nitrogen input in 

waters is caused by agriculture (Umweltbundesamt, 2014). Organic certified food can 

help mitigating these emissions, due to the fact that synthetic pesticides are not being 

used throughout organic farming practices. When comparing organic farming to 

standard farming it has been noted that the nitrogen surplus and the energy is not as 

high and the CO² Footprint per item is also not as big (Umweltbundesamt, 2014). 

Drawing on these circumstances it has been defined that as higher the percentage of 

organic certified supplied food as higher the measured sustainability grade.  

 

Besides the category of organic certified food, ten other categories have been identified 

as being essential when measuring the sustainability grade of breakfast buffets. They 

will be defined one by one.  
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The seasonality of food has been included as a high seasonality has been defined as an 

indicator for environmental sustainability. When adapting a breakfast buffet to the 

current season, greenhouse gas emissions will be mitigated as lower transport emissions 

are being produced. A reduced need for chemical treatments to increase shelf-life and a 

decreasing energy use for storage are further benefits for supporting an increasing 

seasonality.  

 

To know about the origin of food items is important as locally produced food generates 

(usually) less greenhouse gas emissions then imported food. As a limitation it has to be 

noted that this is not always the case (i.e. referring to the high amount of energy being 

used when tomatoes are produced in greenhouses in Sweden for instance). However, 

transport impacts and the energy for storage can be reduced avoiding long distances. For 

this study, yoghurt, milk, cheese, meat, eggs, tomatoes, cucumbers, apples and bread 

were traced to their origin as they are some of the main food items at breakfast buffets 

and as they are products which can be grown and produced in Sweden.   

 

Meat, fish and eggs have been included as categories to find out about the amount of 

supplied meat and fish, about the origin of the items and if meat and seafood is sourced 

from recognised accredited schemes that incorporate sustainability. In these categories 

the sustainability grade is measured in regard of environmentally unfriendly gases 

(methane) and upon ethical standards, moving beyond the defined environmental 

sustainability.  The production of meat has a greater environmental impact than other 

foods (McMichael et al., 2007) so that a reduction of meat supply would benefit the 

environment.  

 

The category regarding fairly produced products goes also beyond measuring the 

environmental sustainability focusing more on the social aspects of sustainability. This 

questions has mainly be included to identify the amount of fairly produced coffee and 

tea the hotel supplies, aiming to determine the guests awareness and interest in 

sustainability issues in general, enforcing minimum environmental standards and 

promoting sustainable farming methods.  

 

Water has been included to find out if hotels supply environmentally friendly tap water 

or if environmentally unsustainable bottled water is the only accessible source of water 

for guests. Locally bottled water has been graded with a higher score than imported 

bottled water as lower transport emissions occur.  

 

Food waste is another important category when measuring the sustainability grade of 

supplied food as 41% of the total amount of waste produced in hotels comes from food 

(WRAP, 2011). A high amount food is usually thrown away, instead of using 

techniques minimizing food waste or applying waste reduction initiatives.   

 

The category consumer information aims to determine the information which the hotel 

provides for its guests concerning organic food, food certifications or the origin of food. 
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As noted earlier on, hotels can act as powerful intermediaries that provide information 

to help consumers make more sustainable food choices. As more information the hotel 

provides at the breakfast buffet as higher the number of guests learning from the given 

information. They will change their food consumption behaviour, towards a less 

greenhouse gas emission intensive diet, both when being away from home and when 

being at home.  

 

Encouraging sustainability is included as a category as it has been defined that when 

employees trained in waste minimization and/ or product information and when 

opportunities are given for small producers to i.e. win contracts for selling their 

products locally instead of exporting them, it will increase the sustainability grade and 

decrease the greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

In the last two categories the promotion of sustainable food activities and the education 

of consumers about environmental benefits and costs of certain food items are the main 

reason of investigation as it is believed that this will lead to a even greater mitigation of 

greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

The category buffet structure is drawing on previous research where it was found that 

the availability of a milk dispenser close to the dining area resulted in higher 

consumption of milk (Lehner, et al., 2015) and that when reducing the plate diameter 

from 24 to 21 cm food waste was reduced by almost 20% (Kallbekken and Saelen, 

2012). A breakfast buffet is therefore rated as more sustainable when there is no milk 

dispenser available for guests and as smaller the plate size, as higher the sustainability 

grade.  

 

4.5 Qualitative data collection – In-depth interviews  

 

Besides the quantitative method, qualitative data collections methods have been used in 

this study as they make it possible to gather perception, habits and meanings. Collecting 

'rich' (Veal, 2011, p. 193) information will help me to draw a bigger picture of the 

studied phenomenon. The qualitative methods of this study are based on the belief the 

people are personally involved in the studied phenomenon, describing and explaining 

their experiences, choices, perceptions and feelings in their own words. Ten individual 

face-to-face interviews with tourists have been conducted in two hotels on the 23
rd

 and 

24
th

 of April 2016. The following sub chapters will outline the content, the advantages 

and limitations of the conducted, semi-structured in-depth interviews.  

 

4.5.1 Content  

 

The in-depth interviews have been added to the information gathered through the 

FOODSCALE questionnaires as it was aimed to find out about guests perceptions, 

habits, understandings and meanings that the respondents attached to issues and 

phenomena in more depth, rather than simply providing cursory information, which 
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may be achieved through the use of questionnaires (Eves and Dervisi, 2005; Kim et al., 

2009). The interviews undertaken are attempts to understand preferences, choices and 

behavior of guests serving themselves at breakfast buffets. My interviews are based on a 

structured conversation being conducted between two people where the interviewer 

leads and controls the conversation and critically follows up on the interviewee's answer 

to the questions.  

 

Through an in-depth interview, knowledge is gained through interaction between the 

interviewer and the interviewee (Brinkmann and Kvale, 2015). According to 

Denscombe (2010), interviews are appropriate to use when the researcher is exploring a 

more complex phenomenon. Therefore I chose to conduct interviews in order to meet 

the third objective of this study “Examine guest perceptions of breakfast buffets and 

their interest to adopt more sustainable consumption patterns” accordingly. I believe 

that by interacting with people I will gain a deeper understanding of the participants’ 

perceptions, preferences and experiences examining their interest to adopt toward more 

sustainable consumption patterns.  

 

The semi-structured interviews I conducted for my study are the intermediaries between 

a broad investigation of an unstructured interview and a very highly structured 

explanatory approach (Coles et al, 2013). The interviews follow an interview guide that 

entails five different themes. Since I want to capture the perspective of my interviewees 

and due to the fact that I gained knowledge through the previously analyzed 

questionnaires semi-structured interviews were the best choice for the purpose of my 

study. The interview guide consisted of an introduction, a few general questions and 

specific questions divided into 5 main categories including the following topics and 

themes:  

 

Table 2: Interview guide  

Guest perception Choices, favorite items, sufficient supply, necessity of items  

Guest habits 
Usual breakfast at home, preferences, seasonality, origin, 

certifications of food  

Guest interest in sustainability 
Interest and importance of sustainability – at home and when 

being on holidays – influence/ adaption/ learning  

Guest awareness Buffet structure, information provided, indications 

Guest suggestions Food items, buffet structure, information, etc.  

 

Source: Own illustration  

 

The interview guide was designed for interviews with a length of 20-40 min. However, 

depending on time and interest of the respondent the conversation was easily adjustable, 

so that the interview was held in a very open way. Not all questions were asked to each 

respondent, follow-up questions were spontaneously included and the chronology of the 

questions and categories changed at each interview being held. This strategy enabled me 

to gain the deepest understanding possible of the guest interest and willingness to adapt 

toward more climate friendly diets.  
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4.5.2 Advantages and limitations 

 

The greatest advantage of the undertaken interviews was that they were conducted in a 

real-world setting, which opened up the opportunity to conduct additional knowledge 

through direct observations (Yin, 2015). The breakfast buffets of the hotels were 

examined through observations and photographs. Observations were necessary to gain 

the information needed for meeting the second research objective “explore possible 

pathways toward a more sustainable food supply at breakfast buffets”. 

 

Casual observations were therefore made throughout the whole fieldwork, emphasizing 

on the structure and design of the breakfast buffets. Before constructing the 

questionnaire and after having analysed the results of the questionnaire observation 

helped to adapt the questions and to check the information provided by the respondents 

of the FOODSCALE questionnaire.  

 

The observations represented a valuable source of information; photographs of breakfast 

buffets were taken to outline important case characteristics  (Yin, 2015). 'Researcher-

created photography' (Rakic and Chambers, 2012, p. 5) was used in the current study to 

expand, support or disprove findings. Rakic and Chambers (2012) explain that 

researcher-created visuals can be used as legitimate data in research projects and that 

the potential of visual methods to contribute to the creation of new knowledge is 

immense. The data I created will visualize and document my observations. I belief that 

photography will capture the reality of the studied phenomenon, supporting my 

observations, which has, as stated by Prosser and Loxley (2008), played a central role in 

research.  

 

Further advantages of the in-depth interviews were the new insights and understandings 

gathered through the interviews, the opportunity to explore topics individually adapted 

to the respondents, to go in-depth into specific categories of the interview guide and that 

it allowed me to explain or clarify questions of the respondents.  

 

Besides the advantages some limitations occurred throughout the data gathering process 

of the in-depth interviews. First it has to be mentioned that only a very small number of 

interviews took place, as it is a very time consuming process for interviewer, 

respondents and location (hotel) were the interview takes place. Because of this small 

sample size the results of the interviews are unlikely to be representative for tourists in 

general.  

The flexibility of the interviews undertaken may further result in inconsistencies across 

the interviews, which could affect the results negatively. The results can be difficult to 

compare as each interview was unique and different questions were asked. The 

interviewer might also have distorted information through recall errors, which then 

results in selective answers of perception, habits, interest and suggestions as the 

interviewee desired to please the interviewer.  
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4.6 Methods of analysis  

 

For the analysis of the data of my questionnaires and interviews I used different 

techniques and methods, due to the distinct format of knowledge I gathered. My 

questionnaires contained closed and structured questions, measuring the sustainability 

grade of breakfast buffets. The data I gathered from the in-depth interviews provided me 

with deeper knowledge about perception and habits of guests, aiming to identify guest 

interest to adopt toward a more climate friendly diet. These data collection techniques 

resulted in different methods of analysis which will be determined in the two sub-

chapters below.  

 

4.6.1 The FOODSCALE Questionnaire  

 

For reporting and scoring the data from the FOODSCALE questionnaire a point system 

ranging from 0 to 100 has been applied. The scoring method makes use of integers only 

to make the results easily understandable (Goggins and Rau, 2016). This specific 

scoring system further enables a comparison both within and between cases. A 

maximum score of 100 points is distributed across the 11 categories. Higher scores 

indicate greater sustainability. Greater weight is given to categories that have greater 

impact on food sustainability. The different weights to the questions were mainly based 

on Goggins and Rau (2016) initial scoring system, which was built on an extensive 

review of relevant literature, 25 qualitative interviews with food experts and 

adjustments being made during their development and pilot phase.  

 

Goggins and Rau (2016) stated that when using this system it helps “to identify both 

good practice and areas for improvement and points towards specific measures for 

increasing food sustainability” (p. 257). In the current study the conducted questionnaire 

was used to identify the (un)sustainability of breakfast buffets in hotels in Kalmar,  

Växjö and Italy. It was used in order being able to highlight potential pathways toward 

more sustainable food supply in hotels. With the use of the FOODSCALE questionnaire 

knowledge will be produced that significantly contributes to the advancement of 

empirical research on potential reduction strategies regarding environmental impacts of 

food supply in hotels. Further than using the point system descriptive statistics have 

been applied for reaching better results and analysis, comparing and highlighting 

characteristics of each question and category of the FOODSCALE questionnaire.  

 

4.6.2 In-depth interviews  

 

The ten in-depth interviews have been conducted in two of the hotels in which the 

FOODSCALE method was applied to.  

Depending on the method of how the given information has been captured, it resulted in 

different ways of analyzing the data. Ethical considerations were raised before, during 

and after knowledge creation which evoked a couple of constraint as each of the 

interviewees was asked before starting the interview if they agreed to being recorded. 
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Half of the interviewees disapproved, which led to information that has been recorded 

and information that has been captured during the interview in form of notes. The five 

interviews that have been recorded were transcribed first, before coding, sorting, 

comparing and analyzing the data. The information from the other interviews needed to 

be typed out in order to analyze the data accordingly. After having coded and sorted all 

information it was possible to compare the information given by each interviewee. 

However, the two modes of capturing the information resulted in a different high 

amount of useable results as some important details might have been missed out when 

taking notes. The approach I used for analyzing my data is called 'thematic analysis' 

(Bryman 2012, p. 578) where I used themes and subthemes in order to analyze the data 

according to recurring motifs. These used themes and subthemes were guided by the 

five different sections of the interview guide. Each theme had a number of different 

subthemes in which the information given by the interviewees could be ordered and 

compared, applying different motifs, evoking the data results and analysis presented in 

chapter 5. 

 

4.7 Ethical considerations and the issue of research quality  

 

The following two sub-chapters will outline the research ethics of each part of the study. 

The issue of research quality will further be determined focusing on validity and 

reliability.  

 

4.7.1 Research ethics  

 

Ethical issues occur throughout the whole research process and need to be reflected in 

each individual part of it. The current study has been conducted in an ethical manner, 

ensuring that the work is conducted to the highest standards of integrity and with the 

greatest respect for the various stakeholders involved in my research, including all 

research participants (Coles et al 2013; Israel and Hay, 2013).  

 

Traianou (2014, p. 62) explains that research ethics focus primarily on how researchers 

treat the people engaged in their studies and include principles such as minimizing 

harm, respecting people’s autonomy or preserving their privacy. "Ethical behaviour in 

research demands that researchers engage with moral issues of right and wrong" (Wiles 

et al, 2008, p. 6). The ethical considerations listed below are my personal outlook on 

what is right and wrong and include at the same time agreements on specific moral 

principles represented by society (Wiles et al. 2008).  

 

The choices I made regarding field roles raised a couple of ethical issues (Prosser and 

Loxley, 2008). In the following section the ethical considerations of each research step 

will be briefly described.  
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Beginning the study:  

 

 I did not pressure participants into signing consent forms, to participate in the 

research, to give information and to answer questions. Throughout the whole 

research process I did not force anybody to participate; participation was 

voluntary. Withdrawing from the study was possible until a beforehand agreed 

date.  

 

Collecting data:  

 

 Informed Consent: Within each data collection method I informed participants, 

whenever possible, about the objectives of the undertaken research, as 

participants need to understand and then to agree voluntarily to their role within 

the research process (Israel and Hay, 2013). I decided to use consent forms for 

my quantitative data collection method, which gave the respondents the 

opportunity to be fully informed of the objectives and aims of the research and 

the implications of their participation (Bryman, 2012).  

 Privacy and Confidentiality: Within data collection, analyses and presentation 

anonymity has been preserved to the greatest extent possible. Throughout the 

observations of the current research privacy and well-being of participants has 

been respected. Participants knew that they were observed and were aware of 

their active participation in the research undertaken. All information obtained 

about participants is handled confidentially, unless it has been agreed in advance 

differently. Prior qualitative data collection it has been asked for permission to 

record throughout collection process. All case-sights, respondents and 

interviewees are not mentioned with their original name, to ensure that tracing 

back will not be possible.  

 Harm: I am aware that I hold the responsibility to protect participants from 

physical and mental harm during investigation. It has been emphasized that the 

risk of harm is no greater than in ordinary life. I further avoided disclosing 

information that would harm participants. Participants were at all times of 

research free to quit from participation without fear of compensation or harm. 

 Respect the site: Before collecting data from research locations the relevant 

individuals of the company have been ask for permission. At the sites were 

research has been undertaken I paid attention carefully to disrupt as little as 

possible and to leave the site undisturbed. 

 

Analyzing data:  

 

 Truthfulness: Throughout quantitative data analysis I ignored if the data proved 

or disproves research objectives and personal beliefs. Within qualitative data 

analysis I paid attention not to go native or to take sides. I respected the 
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outcomes and did for instance not only discuss the results that would place the 

participants in a favourable light. I avoid disclosing only positive results.  

 Storage: After having analysed the collected data I paid attention carefully to 

keep raw data and all kind of details of procedures and instruments. The data 

will be stored for a certain amount of time; access to data will not be given prior 

specific agreements.  

 

Reporting data:  

 

 When reporting my data, I disclosed the full range of findings, including the 

findings that may be contrary to the objectives.  

 As an ethical researcher I did not plagiarize or falsify data. Throughout my 

thesis I further did not present the work of others as my own and I paid carefully 

attention to share results and findings with others. Individual managerial advises 

are given to each of the cases.  

 

As it is aimed to conduct a study that contains good ethical practices (Creswell, 2014) 

the above considerations about participants, research sites, and potential readers are of 

great importance, prior further investigation of this thesis.  

 

4.7.2 Research quality  

 

Besides pointing out the ethical considerations of a research project it is important to 

assure that the findings of a study can be trusted. Strategies have been developed that 

ensure the quality of the undertaken research. The quality of a study is often discussed 

in terms of validity and reliability. However, these concepts have been debated in 

relation to qualitative research. Nevertheless I decided to include research quality issues 

as it appears to be as important as the ethical issues throughout my research process.  

 

Validity 

 

In the current qualitative study, validity is seen as a craftsmanship where the researcher 

critically analyses the data collected. Moreover, it is viewed as communication where 

the validity is determined in dialogue between people.  

In qualitative research realities are assumed to be multiple, changing and unique to 

different individuals’ subjective beliefs, and the reality will be understood through the 

researcher’s interpretations of the interviewee’s understanding of the subject of interest. 

 

The internal validity explores how congruent the research findings are with reality. I 

have used multiple methods to confirm findings. To increase the internal validity I have 

compared the findings of my questionnaires and interviews with what I have observed 

during on-site visits.  
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External validity refers to the extent to which the findings of a study can be generalized, 

that is if the study can be applied to another situation. It has been widely discussed 

whether the findings in qualitative research can be generalized or not, since such a small 

sample has been used (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2015).  

 

However, it has been argued that qualitative research is conducted with a small sample 

on purpose as it is not aimed to find out what is true to the larger mass, but to gain a 

deeper understanding of the investigated phenomenon. According to Denscombe 

(2010), there is, however, a possibility to generalize qualitative data to some extent. The 

author claims that even though each case is in a way unique, it is still representative for 

other similar cases. Whether or not generalization to another case is possible depends on 

how similar the cases are. Therefore I believe that it is possible to generalize the 

findings from the FOODSACLE method to cases that are similar. The results from the 

in-depth interviews are however not generalizable.  

 

Reliability 

 

Reliability refers to what extent the findings can be replicated, that is if the findings 

would be the same if the same study were to be conducted again (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 

2015). This poses a problem in qualitative research since peoples’ individual behaviour 

is dynamic and changing. Therefore, it is likely that qualitative interviews conducted 

again will not yield the same results. 

 

However, an audit trail gives a detailed description and documentation of how the data 

has been collected and analysed. This is also suggested by Yin (2015) who claims that 

the reliability problem could be approached by documenting as much as possible, while 

conducting the research in a way that makes it possible for other to repeat the procedure. 

This means that the researchers have to maintain a chain of evidence where the reader is 

able to follow the steps from research question to the conclusion.  

 

Throughout the methodology chapter I have given a detailed description of how I have 

collected the data. Moreover, the questionnaire and interview guide used when 

collecting data is available as an appendix in the study. The conducted interviews have 

also been recorded and transcribed, thus they have been documented. During the 

observation detailed notes have been taken and the photographs have been stored. This 

documentation creates the chain of evidence mentioned by Yin (2015) and the audit trial 

according to Merriam (2015). I believe that this will facilitate the replication of the 

study and thereby increase the reliability. 
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5 Empirical results and analysis  

 

The following chapter presents the empirical results and analysis. I will first give an 

introductory overview, followed by the results and analysis divided into two sub-

chapters, concluding with summaries for each of the chapters.  

 

The first sub-chapter - The food supply side includes all results and analysis that have 

been made using the FOODSCALE questionnaire. Investigating the food supply side, 

the FOODSCALE questionnaire has been designed for measuring the sustainability 

grade of breakfast buffets. Eleven hotels were selected for the distribution of the 

questionnaires. The hotel and/ or restaurant managers were asked to answer each of the 

38 questions within the 11 categories.  

 

The second chapter, the food consumption side, presents all results and findings of the 

undertaken in-depth interviews. Ten in-depth interviews have been conducted within 

two of the hotels who filled-in the FOODSCALE questionnaire. The interviews 

consisted of 5 main subject fields with an individual amount of sub - and follow up 

questions. The categories were not all of the same importance; some have been 

investigated more in detail than others. The length and depth of the presentation of the 

results and analysis of each subject field reflects its importance. The results and analysis 

of the food consumption side are presented in chapter 5.2.  

 

5.1 The food supply side - FOODSCALE questionnaire  

 

Before presenting the results and analysis of the FOODSCALE questionnaire some 

hotel characteristics and the FOODSCALE points each buffet reached will be presented.  

 

Table 3 provides an overview of some main characteristics of the investigated hotels. In 

addition it has to be noted that all breakfast buffets are inclusive, including all drinks. 

Guests who were not staying in the hotel had to pay before serving themselves. Hotel 1-

10 are hotels located in south-east Sweden in the cities of Kalmar and Växjö. Hotel 11 

is a luxury palace hotel in Italy. The kitchen uses organic and biodynamic products, 

specialized in vegetarian and vegan dishes. This hotel was included in the study as its 

breakfast buffet is advertised as being focused on regional and local food and taking 

care of their guests' health as a part of the most comprehensive institute of natural cures 

in Italy. It was included aiming to have a 'best practice' in regard of the environmental 

sustainability grade of breakfast buffets. Through the FOODSCALE method it was 

possible to measure the environmental sustainability of the breakfast buffets in the same 

way in each hotel. The scores each hotel reached demonstrate a lower or higher 

sustainability grade. Throughout the presentation and analyses of the results existing 

good practices and areas for improvement will be outlined, aiming to "examine the 

potential to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions throughout food management 

practices in hotels".  
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Table 3: Description of cases 

 Ownership and 

affiliations 

Target 

market 

Number 

of rooms 

Number of 

employees 

Ø number of 

breakfast meals 

served per day 

Hotel 1 Independent Leisure 40 7 n/a 

Hotel 2 Chain hotel Business 112 15 n/a 

Hotel 3 Chain hotel Business 106 15 70 

Hotel 4 Chain hotel Business 87 30 100 

Hotel 5 Independent Business 12 15 20 

Hotel 6 Chain hotel Leisure 148 25 120 

Hotel 7 Independent B&B 63 8 50 

Hotel 8 Chain hotel Leisure 132 20 100 

Hotel 9 Independent B&B 5 2 6 

Hotel 10 Independent Leisure 26 8 n/a 

Hotel 11 Independent Luxury 82 50 50 

 

Source: Own illustration  

 

The hotels were selected covering independently owned hotels and hotels belonging to a 

chain. Different target markets were further covered in order to gather results from 

different types of hotels. Regarding the size of the hotels I also tried to include a wide 

range of different hotels. The number of meals served per day indicates how many guest 

diets are affected by the food management practices of the hotels.  

 

Table 4 provides an overview of the scores each breakfast buffets reached within the 

eleven categories. The total scores the cases reached show significant differences in the 

sustainability grade of breakfast buffets. Especially when contrasting Buffet 9 with the 

lowest score (39) and Buffet 11 with the highest score (84) it shows how different hotel 

characteristics and structures can produce different environmental sustainability grades. 

However, the hotel characteristics are not of major importance in this study, as a higher 

quantity of cases would be necessary in order to identify which hotels with which 

characteristics (i.e. ownership, target market, hotel size) supply the most sustainable 

breakfast buffet.  

Instead, the current analysis focuses on the cases themselves, the breakfast buffets, their 

good practices and the areas of improvement in which a higher environmental 

sustainability can be reached in order to determine the potential to mitigate greenhouse 

gas emissions throughout food supply at breakfast buffets.   
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Table 4: FOOSCALE scores  

 

 

 Buffet 1 10 0 2 4 5 3 4 24 4 5 6 67 

 Buffet 2 6 0 4 6 4 2 4 19 2 2 6 55 

 Buffet 3 10 2 4 2 4 3 4 23 8 2 6 68 

 Buffet 4 8 2 3 3 5 3 4 14 2 2 0 46 

 Buffet 5 0 1 1 4 2 4 4 24 4 3 5 52 

 Buffet 6 4 0 5 11 4 3 4 14 8 2 1 56 

 Buffet 7 0 0 1 7 2 2 2 18 2 2 5 41 

 Buffet 8 0 0 4 3 0 2 8 18 4 0 1 40 

 Buffet 9 0 2 0 8 2 2 0 18 2 0 5 39 

 Buffet 10 0 2 1 7 4 2 2 17 4 0 6 45 

 Buffet 11 10 3 1 15 5 4 6 26 4 5 5 84 

  Max Score 10 5 5 15 5 4 8 27 10 5 6 100 

 

Source: Own illustration  

 

The results and analysis of the FOODSCALE method will be presented following the 

structure of the FOODSCALE questionnaire and its eleven categories. 

 

5.1.1 Category 1: Organic certified food  

 

In the first category breakfast buffets were examined regarding the percentage of the 

organic certified food and the percentage of organic certified fruit and vegetables. The 

figures below show the breakfast buffets and the percentage of organic certified food in 

categories. At only three breakfast buffets the amount of certified organic food exceeds 

25% (≥25%), three buffets supply an amount of 10-24% organic certified food and at 

five buffets the amount of certified organic food lies under 10%. The amount of organic 

certified fruit and vegetables lies at 7 out of eleven breakfast buffets under 20%.  
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Source: Own illustration  

 

In Table 4 great variations are noticeable regarding the scores the breakfast buffets 

reached. Three breakfast buffets scored the maximum points (10) in contrast to five 

buffets that did not manage to obtain any point. This means that if a hotel emphasizes 

sustainability issues and is aware of its importance a greater amount of certified food 

items could be included in the supply of breakfast buffets. Buffet 11 showed that it is 

possible to supply organic certified products only; representing the ‘best practice’ all 

other hotels should take it as example, as in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

the higher the amount of organic certified product the better it is. However, the results 

of this FOODSCALE category show that the amount of organic certified food supplied 

at breakfast buffets is still very small, which can be improved through an increasing 

supply of organic certified food items.  

 

5.1.2 Category 2: Seasonality 

 

Figure 5 shows the three questions that have been asked in the category of seasonality 

indicating the percentage the questions have been answered with yes or no.  

Regarding the question if the breakfast buffet changes to suit season five from eleven 

respondents answered with yes, food items are adapted toward each season. The hotel 

managers indicated that mainly fruits and vegetables would change, but also cereals, 

jam and yoghurt were mentioned as items which change within the seasons. At the 

remaining six buffets the food items were not adopted toward each season. None of the 

hotel managers had a seasonal food calendar of the region which indicates in which 

month the main products are grown. Only two out of eleven hotel managers indicated 

that the restaurants use its own herb or vegetable garden, and one said that they are on 

their way towards it.  
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Figure 5: Seasonality  

 

 
Source: Own illustration  

 

When tracing back to Table 4 it is noticeable that none of the breakfast buffets reached 

the total score in the category 'Seasonality'. Ten out of eleven breakfast buffets scored 

cero to two points and only Buffet 11 scored 3 points, missing the two points from the 

food calendar question. Even though seasonal food calendars are considered as a great 

step towards an increasing sustainability grade, hotel restaurants do not make use of it 

till now. To know and to understand which fruits and vegetables are ripe in which 

season might increase the awareness for buying seasonal food items. The 

implementation of having a seasonal food calendar in each hotel restaurant is therefore 

considered as an area of improvement. More restaurants should start growing fruits and 

vegetables in their own gardens and all hotels should at least adapt the supplied fruits 

and vegetables toward the season, in order to mitigate the greenhouse gases emitted 

through transport and storage of ‘out of season’ food items.   

 

5.1.3 Category 3: Fairly traded products  

 

The Figure below shows the breakfast buffets and the percentage of supplied coffee and 

tea which is fair traded (Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance Certified Seal or equivalent 

ethical standard). At six buffets the coffee which is supplied is 100% fair traded, 

whereas the tea is 100% fair traded only at two buffets. Four hotel managers indicated 

that less than 50 percent of the coffee which they supply is fair traded and six indicated 

that less than 50% of their tea is fair traded.  
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Figure 6: Breakfast buffets supplying fair trade coffee and tea  

 
 

Source: Own illustration  

 

Further it was asked if fair traded bananas are used as ingredients to check if hotels are 

playing a role model regarding the supply of easy accessible fair traded products, which 

are not costing much more than the regular food item. The result was that at eight 

buffets fair traded bananas are used as ingredients, one did not use bananas and at only 

two buffets regular bananas were supplied. This demonstrates willingness in supplying 

sustainable food items if the purchase is easy and affordable.  

Table 4 however demonstrates that there are great variations regarding the supply of 

fairly traded coffee, tea and bananas, as the scores the breakfast buffets reached range 

from 0 to 5 (highest score) points. Nonetheless it is quite positive that fairly traded 

products are usually part of a breakfast buffet even though there is still space for 

improvement.  

 

5.1.4 Category 4: Meat and fish  

 

In the meat and fish category four questions were asked. Two about the percentage of 

meat and fish based food items and two about animal welfare, as food items with 

certifications have usually lower CO² Footprints than regular items. In addition 

certifications stand for at least a minimum of fulfilled ethical standards. 
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Figure 7: Meat and fish supply  

 

1. % of total food and drink 

budget spent on meat and fish  

 

2. Does all meat have Animal 

Welfare Certification?  

≤ 20% 8 buffets 

 

yes 2 buffets 

> 20% 3 buffets 

 

no 9 buffets 

 
 

 

 
 

3. % of  meat and fish based 

breakfast buffet items  

 

4. % of seafood sourced from 

recognised accredited scheme 

that incorporates sustainability  ≤ 5% 4 buffets 

 5 – 10% 4 buffets 

 

100% 3 buffets 

11 -20% 1 buffet 

 

< 60% 1 buffet 

≥ 20% 2 buffets 

 

no seafood used 7 buffets 

 

Source: Own illustration  

 

The first question was divided into two sections, over 20% of total food and drink 

budget spent on meat and fish and under 20%. Eight of the hotel managers answered 

that less than 20% of the budget is spent on meat and fish, and the remaining three 

indicated that over 20% of the budget is spent on meat and fish, which is an incredible 

high amount. Only two of the investigated breakfast buffets supply meat with Animal 

Welfare Certifications (KRAV, QAS or equivalent) and at only two breakfast buffets 

the supplied seafood  is to 100%  sourced from recognised accredited schemes (Marine 

Stewardship Council, BIM's Responsibly Sourced Standard or equivalent). This 

demonstrates a large area for improvement; more food items with animal welfare 

certifications should be supplied at breakfast buffets as some aspects of regular 

production methods pose environmental and social risks, certifications usually mitigate 

these risks.  

 

Regarding question 3 eight hotel managers indicated that less than 10% of their 

breakfast buffets items are based on meat and fish and only two said that over 20% of 

the supplied food items are based on meat and fish. This represents a good sustainability 

grade, as the percentage of meat and fish based items is not that high. However, when 

the percentage lies over 20% meat and fish based food used should be reduced, in order 

to increase the sustainability grade for the breakfast buffet.  

 

In Table 4 one can see, that only Buffet 11 reached the total score (15) points, spending 

less than 20% on their food and drink budget on meat and fish, supplying only meat 

with Animal Welfare Certifications, offering less than 5% meat and fish based items 

and using only seafood that is sourced from recognised accredited scheme incorporating 

sustainability. The other buffets scored between 2 and 11 points which indicates a lot of 

space for improvement toward a better environmental sustainability.  
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5.1.5 Category 5: Eggs 

 

The egg category consisted of two questions. First the hotel managers were asked to 

indicate what type of eggs they use for their breakfast buffet and secondly they were 

asked if all eggs are fully traceable and quality assured. More than half of the 

respondents indicated that they use free range eggs; organic eggs are used by three 

hotels and two buffets used regular eggs. The fact that bottled eggs were not used for 

the supply at breakfast buffets shows that hotel managers are aware of animal welfare 

and sustainability matters. However, the use of organic eggs is still quite small. Eight 

out of the eleven respondents indicated that all of their eggs are fully traceable and 

quality assured, only two hotel managers answered the question with no, they are not all 

quality assured.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Source: Own illustration  

 

Seven out of eleven breakfast buffets scored four or five points (out of five) (Table 4) 

which indicates a good sustainability grade regarding eggs supplied at breakfast buffets. 

However, four breakfast buffets reached 0-2 points, which shows that the eggs supplied 

at breakfast buffets, are not automatically of satisfying quality. The fact that three out of 

eleven buffets use organic eggs shows that it is possible to supply high quality eggs and  

that free range eggs are a good standard but that the sustainability grade could still be 

improved through the supply of organic eggs only.  
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5.1.6 Category 6: Water  

 

Two questions were asked within the 

category of supplied water. First it was 

aimed to find out what sources of 

water are available for customers, 

resulting in seven respondents 

indicating that tap water is ready 

accessible for guests. 'Bottled water 

only' was at none hotel the only source 

of drinking water. Three hotels 

indicated that 'filtered water', 'tap 

water' and 'bottled water' are readily 

accessible sources of water for guests. 

The second question investigated the 

brand and or origin of the bottled water 

supplied at the hotel. Only two hotel 

managers indicated that the bottled 

water they supply is from a local brand, four said that the bottled water is of national 

origin and five answered that the brand is of other origin than local or national. The fact 

that none of the hotels uses bottled water only is positive, as bottled water has high 

environmental costs in production, transportation and disposal of plastic bottles. 

However it would be very beneficial for the environment if the hotels that supply 

bottled water use  

at least local brands, so that greenhouse gases emitted through transport could be 

reduced. The FOODSCALE points the breakfast buffets reached in this category (Table 

4) were relative high across all cases, scoring between 2-4 points out of four.  

 

5.1.7 Category 7: Food waste 

  

Figure 11 indicates the questions and answers given in the category of food waste. Four 

questions were asked which were all supposed to be answered with yes or no. Seven 

hotel managers pointed out that organic food waste is composted separately and that 

cooking techniques that minimize quantities of oils and fats are used which indicates 

that hotel managers are aware of the need to reduce food waste, as half of all food is lost 

somewhere between production and consumption. The reduction of food waste 

decreases the emissions from greenhouse gases as the amount of produced food would 

be reduced when more food actually reaches the consumer. However, this is only one of 

multiple benefits of food waste reduction. Besides the environment, the society and the 

economy can benefit from food waste reduction (Papargyropoulou et al., 2014). The 

question if edible unused food is donated to food banks is however answered by all 

hotel managers with no. In only three hotels waste reduction initiatives (i.e. supplying 

food in reusable jars) are applied.  
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Source: Own ilustration 

 

Table 4 shows that the scores the buffets reached range between 0-8 (out of eight 

points) which demonstrates a great variations between the investigated hotels and the 

action hotel managers take in order to support sustainability throughout their daily 

routine.  

 

 

5.1.8 Category 8: Origin of food  

 

This category of the FOODSCALE questionnaire determines where specific food items 

supplied at the breakfast buffet come from. Some of the food supplied in hotels is 

imported from around the world (exotic fruits, coffee or tea) as it cannot be grown in 

western countries. Therefore food items chosen for investigations are usually supplied 

at all breakfast buffets and could all be bought from local farmers or local companies.  
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Source: Own illustration   

 

However, as demonstrated in the figure above the supplied food items are mostly from 

national origin. Only very few hotels buy their food from local farmers and local 

producers. Bread is the only supplied food item where the breakfast buffets with locally 

bought bread exceed the buffets suppling national produced bread. Although apples in 

Sweden are easy accessible and cheap food item three hotels supplied apples imported 

from another EU country (Italy, Spain, Germany). The investigation of tomatoes shows 

that local and national tomatoes are supplied at certain breakfast buffets but others 

prefer supplying imported tomatoes from other EU countries (Spain, Netherlands). The 

supplied eggs, meat, milk, cheese and yoghurt are mostly bought nationally. Milk, 

yoghurt and bread are however the only three items which are only bought from 

national or local farmers and producers.  
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The FOODSCALE points reached are quite high, ranging from 17 to 26 (from 27) 

points. This builds on the fact that products were chosen which could easily be bought 

from national producers but it also highlights that the breakfast buffets could have 

reached even higher points when no items would have been imported and when more 

items would have been bought from local producers. Buffet 11 scored 27 points, 

missing one as the supplied meat is not only from local producers but also from national 

ones. This score builds on a high grade of environmental sustainability as no products 

are imported, bread is home baked, and all other products are bought from local 

farmers.  

 

5.1.9 Category 9: Consumer information  

 

As stated earlier on, hotels can play a powerful role providing information that help 

tourists to make more sustainable food choices while eating at breakfast buffets. 

Providing information about the origin of food items, labels, certifications or even 

through calorie counting or a traffic light system can help consumers to make more 

sustainable food choices. Educating consumers is therefore regarded as a strong tool 

when aiming to achieve a greater environmental sustainability throughout the 

consumption of food. This tool, to provide information and to push (nudge) consumers 

toward a specific behaviour is often referred to as social marketing. However, before 

determining the actual strength of this tool, it is essential to examine if hotels provide 

sufficient information at their buffets to educate and inspire tourists, pushing them 

towards the consumption of specific food items.  

Five questions have therefore been asked regarding the information that is provided by 

the hotels, aiming to implement more sustainable consumption patterns of tourist 

throughout food management practices in hotels.  

Six out of eleven hotel managers stated that they give clear indications regarding 

certifications (Fairtrade and eco-certified labels) whereas only three hotels had any 

health or sustainability promotion within the last 12 month (i.e. Fairtrade day). Five 

hotel managers further indicated that guests are surveyed to get opinions about food 

sustainability but at none breakfast buffet information regarding origin of food is 

displayed at the buffet. However, at most buffets a good choice of allergen-free dishes is 

clearly displayed.  
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Source: Own illustration 

 

Overall it can be stated that the scores the buffets reached (Table 4) are not sufficient in 

this category; none of the breakfast buffets was able to reach the full score (10 points). 

A lot more information should be provided at the buffets in hotels in order to catch the 

guests’ interest and to achieve changes in consumer behaviour, on holidays and when 

returning back home.  

 

5.1.10 Category 10: Encouraging sustainability  

 

Hotels are in a position to support and encourage sustainable action through local 

producers and within their own organization and staff members. Willing hotel managers 

could engage with local suppliers through cooperation and communication to support 

their business and to play a role model within the tourism sector. The question if 

specifications are included in contracts aiming to increase opportunities for smaller and 

local producers to sign contracts has however been answered by eight hotel managers 

with no. Only three hotel managers seem to be aware of the importance to support local 

suppliers taking action throughout management practices of their hotel.  

To train staff regarding food waste practices or in product information (for instance on 

environmental quality of the products, i.e. origin, seasonality, certifications, or to train 

staff to recommend less carbon-intensive meals, etc) could create a long-term 

commitment towards food sustainability within organizations (Goggins and Rau, 2016) 

and further educate and inspire the hotel staff to adapt toward a greater environmental 

sustainability themselves. Within Hilton Hotels for instance it was found that through 

staff training individual hotels can immediately save up to 6% of their energy 
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(Bohdanowitz and Hawkins, 2012), which shows the importance of informing and 

educating hotel staff.  

In seven out of eleven hotels the staff is trained in waste minimization and product 

information and can therefore be regarded as a benefit for consumers at breakfast 

buffets. Staff can inform the guests, help them make more sustainable food choices and 

push them towards trying an unusual but more environmentally friendly diet supplied at 

the buffet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Own illustration  

 

 

Source: Own illustration 

 

Two breakfast buffets reached the full amount of FOODSCALE points in this category 

and can therefore be regarded as having achieved a good grade of environmental 

sustainability. Three other buffets in contracts did not score any point, which indicates a 

significant lack and a space for improvement.  

 

5.1.11 Category 11: Buffet structure  

 

Besides inspiring and educating consumers directly through provided information, 

buffets structures can also play an important role when it comes to the implementation 

of more environmentally friendly diets. Gössling et al. (2011) for instance stated that 

“compared to business-as-usual food purchasing, preparation and presentation practices 

(…) could save 50-80% of greenhouse gas emissions” (p.541). In previous studies 

recommendations have been given how to structure the buffet and present the food 

items in order to achieve a less greenhouse gas emission intensive diet. The summary 

and output of chapter 2.1 gives many examples for a more sustainable buffet structure.  

Two of these examples have been transferred into the FOODSCALE questionnaire in 

order to determine the sustainability grade of breakfast buffets in the context of tourism. 

The previously undertaken studies have often been conducted in the context of health 

(see chapter 2.1); however, many results are of significant importance when determine 

the environmental sustainability grade of breakfast buffets. In Kallbekken and Saelens’ 
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(2012) study it was found that food waste was reduced by almost 20% when changing 

the plate sizes from 24cm to 21cm. The question was adapted to the current study, 

asking the hotel managers to indicate the diameter of the plates that are available for 

buffet guests. At five of the buffets the plates have a smaller diameter than 21cm, at five 

buffets they plates are between 22-25cm large and only at one buffet the plate size was 

bigger than 26cm. Referring to the conclusion of Kallbekken and Saelen (2012) this 

would indicate a great sustainability grade. However, it has to be noted the at breakfast 

buffets the plates are usually smaller than at lunch or dinner buffets.  

Another study found that the availability of a milk dispenser close to the dining area 

resulted in higher consumption of milk (Lehner, et al., 2015) which increases the 

unsustainability grade. A milk dispenser close to the buffet encourages the consumption 

of milk which can easily result in an over consumption which is unhealthy and 

environmentally unfriendly. 

The seven breakfast buffets which did not have a milk dispenser at the buffet area were 

therefore scored with a higher amount of FOODSCALE points than the four buffets 

which had a milk dispenser available.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Own illustration  

 

Four buffet scored the full amount of FOODSCALE points (see Table 4) and three 

others scored five points (out of 6) which is also regarded as a good sustainability grade. 

However, the other three buffets reached only 0-1 points, highlighting that not all 

breakfast buffets are structured in a sustainable way.  

 

5.1.12 Summary of the FOODSCALE questionnaire analysis  

 

Hotels have found that reducing energy consumption to up to 20% can be done with 

very little investment (Carbontrust, 2015). High targets have therefore been set to 

reduce carbon emissions; Scandic for instance aims to operate on a carbon-neutral basis 

(ZERO EMISSIONS) by 2025 (Green Globe Certification, 2014). However, these 

targets never determine in detail the practices that have to be undertaken regarding the 

food management in hotels.  
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The above presented results build therefore a good starting point, identifying and 

formulating pathways and targets toward a carbon-neutral future within the food supply 

sector in hotels. Through 11 categories the food supply of hotels has been examined, in 

order to determine areas of good practice but also weaknesses and areas of 

improvement.  

 

Comparing the categories it can be noted that there is no great consistency between the 

cases; rather the categories should be considered as individual components with their 

own strength and weaknesses. As evaluated above some categories have already 

reached a better sustainability level than others. However, throughout all categories 

there is space for improvement. Practices (i.e. purchasing of food, buffet structure, 

providing information) should be adopted toward practices with a greater responsibility 

regarding the natural environment. 

 

The total scores the cases reached through the FOODSCALE method represent a 

reliable measurement of the sustainability grade of breakfast buffets.  On the basis of 

the reached scores it can be noted that the sustainability grade of the breakfast buffets 

lies on average at only half of the achievable environmental sustainability. The lowest 

score of 39 FOODSCALE points (Buffet 9) demonstrates a very low sustainability 

grade. This buffet has to implement more sustainable practices throughout all 11 

categories. The nine buffets with a score ranging between 40 and 68 points reached at 

least in one category the full amount of FOODSCALE points. When a buffet reached 

the full amount of points it represents a good sustainability grade, with no further 

improvement needed. Buffet 11 scored 84 FOODSCALE points and reached within five 

categories (Organic, Meat and fish, Eggs, Water, Social engagement) the maximal 

score. In four categories (Seasonal, Food waste, Origin of Food, Buffet structure) 1-2 

points were missing and only in two categories (Fairly traded and Consumer 

information) a very low score was reached. In these two categories the buffet should 

start working toward a better sustainability grade, including fairly traded products and 

informing their guests about the sustainable actions they take.  

 

To measure the sustainability grade of breakfast buffets the food supply side of has been 

investigated using the FOODSCALE questionnaire. After having identified good 

practices and areas of improvement the food consumption side has been examined, 

interviewing guests in two hotels focusing on five different interview sequences. 

Throughout the following chapter the results of the interviews will be examined, 

compared and analyzed.  

 

5.2 Food consumption side – tourist interviews  

 

After having determined the strengths and weaknesses of each category 10 in-depth 

interviews have been conducted investigating five main subjects: 1. Guest perception of 

the buffet, 2. Guest habits away from home and at home, 3. Guest interest in 

sustainability issues, 4. Guest awareness of sustainable practices and 5. The suggestions 
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they might have to reach a better environmental sustainability.  Overall it was aimed to 

examine the guest’s interest to adopt toward a more environmentally friendly diet 

targeting an implementation of more sustainable forms of tourist food consumption 

behavior.    

Throughout the following sub-chapters the results and analysis of the five subjects of 

the interviews will be presented. Because of the great flexibility grade of the interviews, 

the results show some inconsistencies, as not all subjects have been investigated in the 

same depth in each interview. Some answers might also have been influenced by the 

way the questions were asked or the desire of the interviewee to please the interviewer.  

 

After the presentation of the results and analysis of the interviews, the sixth chapter of 

my thesis investigates and discusses if the objectives of my study have been met, if the 

research questions are possible to answer and if the overall research aim has been 

achieved throughout the undertaken research. To conclude, limitations of the study will 

be outlined and indications for future research will be given.  

 

5.2.1 Guest perception 

 

In the literature review the research by Wansiek and Hanks (2013) has been presented, 

where they found that the first food a person encounters at a buffet is much more likely 

to be chosen than the last food the consumer reached. In total, the first three food items 

a person encountered in the buffet compromised about 65,7% of their total plate, 

regardless of whether those first items were healthy (i.e. vegetable) or unhealthy (i.e. 

cheesy eggs). 

This result has been transferred into the current study but instead of focusing on the 

healthiness of the first encountered food items, I concentrated on the environmental 

sustainability grade. Guests were therefore asked what kind of food they saw first, what 

item they picked first and what food is their favorite. When guests would first pick an 

item based on meat and fish, it would result in a greater unsustainability than when a 

guest encounters first low-carbon food, such as bread and cereals, seasonal fruits and 

vegetables and local dairy products.  

 

 “The first thing I saw were all the full plates, many of them and then the bread, a lot of 

bread. And the first thing I chose was bread. It was hard to choose though, they had so 

many different kinds (…)” and “yes, it was enough food, a wide range of choices. I 

liked it.” Interviewee 4 further said that he picked bacon and scrambled eggs, because 

he usually does not eat it at home. For him the buffet was perfectly structured, he did 

not miss anything.  

 

This small sequence shows that the buffet must have been quite big, supplying many 

different items. However, the first thing the guest saw was the bread and subsequently 

the first item encountering his plate was some of the bread. Further the interviewee 

stated that he picked bacon and scrambled eggs (two rather unsustainable food items) 

because he usually does not eat this at home. Interviewee 2 also stated: “I loved the 
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bacon. The bacon was the first thing I picked at the buffet. But I would never eat it at 

home! “ 

This indicates that besides that fact that more food is consumed on holidays than when 

being at home (Gössling and Peeters, 2015) the diet tends to be more carbon-intensive. 

This result highlights the urgent need to change the diets away from home to lower 

GHG intensive foodstuff.  

 

Interviewee 1 picked eggs and cottage cheese, meat is usually not of any importance for 

her. She prefers to eat fruits for breakfast. The supply at the buffet was sufficient, even 

though she was complaining that some of the fruits were not really fresh. The items she 

was complaining about were some of the exotic fruits. Regarding the question if the 

consumption of the item would have been necessary she answered “when something is 

nicely prepared and presented and when it suits someone’s taste, isn’t it then usually 

eaten? – I mean, I would usually eat it and I do not consider the necessity of it”. This 

statement shows the close interrelation between food supply and food consumption; 

food items which are supplied will usually be consumed. Future research should 

investigate the necessity if certain food items; focusing on the satisfaction of guest when 

a less extensive range of food is supplied.  

 

The interviewees 2 and 3 said that they love breakfast buffets, because it usually 

contains so many different things. The necessity of such a wider range of food items 

was further questioned. The respondents explained that they actually expect it from a 

breakfast buffets, because it is also quite expensive (further explaining that this is why 

they love breakfast buffets which are included in the hotel price). Regarding the 

question if they would also enjoy buffets which cost less but also supply less they 

agreed and explained that at home they are also satisfied with a smaller range of food 

items.  

Interviewee 3 said that there were not enough fruits and vegetables but that she does not 

care that much because it is only for two nights. This indicates that the food supplied at 

breakfast buffets is not of greatest importance for at least some of the guest which 

means that less food could be supplied, without any negative impact on the guest 

satisfaction. Asking interviewee 3 the question if anything unnecessary was supplied 

she explained that she was surprised how many different kind of yoghurts, filmjölk, 

quark and flavoured milk ware offered. She said that she did not see anyone choosing 

the strawberry milk further explaining that this might be because Swedish people 

usually eat this at home as well. It can be concluded that this guest already expects hotel 

guests to eat at the breakfast buffet a different diet compared to what they eat at home.  

 

Interviewee 7 however highlighted all the different dairy products, that it was nice to 

have such a big choice. But he further said that actually he did not need them all. He 

noticed that cheese and ham were placed in the middle of the buffet and that it was very 

popular. Affirmative it can be added that the majority of respondents (respondent 4, 5, 

6, 7, 8, 9, 10) said that bread with ham and cheese was the first item they picked. Such a 

structure, placing bread, ham and cheese in the middle of the buffet can be referred to as 

being sustainable but still improvable. Wheat items are a comparable low GHG 
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emission intensive foodstuff (Gössling et al., 2011); meat however (represented by the 

ham and salami in the centre of the buffet) leads to comparably high emissions (beef 

production per 1000kcal: 10kg Co²-e, compared to cereals: 0.225kg CO²-e/ 1000kcal) 

(Gössling et al, 2011). A better sustainability grade could be reached through the 

replacement of meat by vegetarian spreads, jams, fruits or vegetables.  

 

Interviewee 5 explained that even though he really enjoys the foodstuff offered at hotel 

buffets he usually does not try a lot of it. He likes eating bacon with scrambled or boiled 

eggs but eats usually simpler at home. This indicates that an unsustainable supply of 

food is tempting for guest. They start eating food which differs a lot from their diets at 

home.  

 

Interviewee 6 explained that besides the bread he really enjoyed the freshly squeezed 

orange juice, which represents the "hotel-luxury" of a breakfast consumed away from 

home. Even though he just eats bread he stated, that big variations are very important at 

breakfast buffets "so that everyone gets the food they want to have" (Interviewee 6). 

This statement is however questionable - Referring to the average of respondents it 

might not be necessary to cover all specific tastes of each individual guest. Although the 

breakfast might be considered to be "the most important meal of the day" (Interviewee 

4) most guests will stay only for a short period of time - for which a less extensive 

buffet could be considered as being sufficient. Respondent 8 however said, that for her 

the breakfast away from home is more important than at home, further explaining that it 

is usually a great opportunity to try new food and to get to know local foodstuff. Also 

responded 9 said that she tried everything. She loves to try new things when being on 

holidays; highlighting that she tried the dark, homemade bread, even though at home 

she usually does not eat bread for breakfast. That means that some guests are interested 

in trying new diets when being on holidays which opens up a great opportunity for 

hotels to include new, unexpected or unusual food items (i.e. local specialities).  

 

To conclude the respondents can be divided into three main groups.  

 

1. Guests who eat the same foodstuff they eat at home, not caring about other items 

supplied at the buffet (Respondent 1, 3, 4, 6).  

2. Guests who eat their specific 'holiday diets' - differing from what they eat at home but 

quite specialised regarding the food they expect to be supplied at a hotel breakfast 

(Respondent 2, 5, 7)  

3. Guests who are willing to try all items supplied at the buffet - regardless their usual 

preferences or habits (8, 9,10).  

 

This division makes it possible to distinguish tourists who would be interested in trying 

new diets when being away from home. This new diet can for instance consist of low-

carbon food, which then represents a climate friendly diet. Guest perceptions of 

breakfast buffets are the first indicators for defining their interest.  

Besides the guest perceptions, guests eating habits and their interest in sustainability 

issues are the other two important determinants which will help to answer the research 
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question 2: Are tourists interested to adopt toward a more climate friendly diet when 

being on holidays? 

 

The following interview sequences highlight the results and outcomes of each 

individual part of the interview. A summary and conclusion will then help outline the 

potential of tourists adopting toward a more climate friendly diet when being on 

holidays.  

 

5.2.2 Guest habits  

 

This interview sequence investigated guest's eating habits.  The results from the section 

above have further been extended focussing on the diets and habits at home aiming to 

find out about differences, similarities and interests of both guests diets at home and 

when being on holidays. In order to "explore possible pathways toward a more 

sustainable food supply at breakfast buffets" (Objective 2) habits, interests and tastes 

have been examined.  

 

Interviewee 1 stated that she usually eats yoghurt and muesli, that she loves smoothies 

and fresh fruit. Her favorite fruits are raspberries, she eats them the whole year round, as 

she buys the mostly deep frozen. Also the respondent 3, 4 and 5 said that at home they 

usually eat cereals and yoghurt; sometime porridge or bread. Respondent 4 further 

clarified that he does not eat any fresh fruits or vegetables, and that he would neither try 

them at the buffet. Fruits and vegetables represent for him unnecessary food items. 

Interviewee 5 explained that he usually eats porridge at home because it is healthier than 

bacon and eggs (his 'holiday-diet'). In his porridge he usually adds handpicked 

blueberries. He eats them the whole year round as he freezes them when he picks them 

in August/September. Seasonality is however not of great importance for him, he 

usually buys what he likes.  

Respondent 7 said that he usually bakes his own bread as the ingredients of food items 

are very important for him. He wants to know what the food consists of before he eats 

it. At home he usually buys ecological products. Not because they might be fairly traded 

or better for the environment (not of any importance for him) but because of the 

ingredients. He believes that ecological products consist of healthier ingredients. Also 

respondent 5 said that he does not care much about the seasonality of food items. The 

origin in contrast is of greater importance. He tries to buy food with the Swedish flag 

because of the quality. He buys only Swedish meat for instance, as he says that Danish 

meat for example is not as good. Also interviewee 1 and 10 stated that they try to buy 

only Swedish meat. Respondent 1 usually buys her meat from a nearby farmer, because 

she likes to know where it comes from. Interviewee 10 further explains that he usually 

looks for certifications, "because I believe that the quality is somehow a little bit better". 

For him the ingredients and origin of food is of the same importance both when at home 

and when being on holidays. But he stated that when on holidays it is more difficult to 

know what you eat, because hotels usually do not inform that well about their product.  
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The interviewees 1, 2 and 3 said that they buy their food only at supermarkets. 

Interviewee 1 said that he tries to buy ecological products, but that sometime it is too 

expensive. Respondent 3 explained that she cares about the seasonality and origin of 

food items but that it is difficult to always be informed due to a lack of provided 

information. She said that she would have loved to have more information about the 

food supplied at the breakfast she just ate from.  

 

To conclude this interview sequence the healthy foodstuff the guests usually eat at home 

should be highlighted. Most of the respondents stated that they eat either cereals and 

yoghurt or bread with any kind of topping. Some guests are interested in what their food 

consists of and where it comes from. At home most of the interviewees try to buy 

ecological products, looking for certifications or Swedish flags on the food item. These 

results already indicate an interest regarding the foodstuff they consume. Guests want to 

know what their food consists of, where it comes from and like to eat healthy. However, 

as already found in the interview sequence 1, guests might have different habits at 

home, than when being on holidays. Nonetheless it is of great importance to have found, 

that tourists consume low-carbon foodstuff for breakfast at home. As they are used to 

healthy and environmentally friendly diets at home it could indicate a direction for the 

future structure of food management practices in hotels.  

 

The following interview sequence examines this question further, investigating guest 

interest in sustainability issues.  

 

5.2.3 Guest interest in sustainability  

 

Guests’ interest in sustainability is important to determine as the results could indicate 

to what extent the breakfast buffets can be changed and adapted toward a less carbon-

intensive food supply without any negative impact on the guests’ satisfaction. Their 

interest in sustainability issues also indicates if breakfast buffets in hotels could 

influence guests’ diet positively, if they would adapt their diet at home and if they are 

willing to learn something from the food management practices. Vice versa guest’s 

interest in sustainability could also indicate if they wish to have more information about 

the supplied food, supporting changes toward a more healthy diet.  

 

“When I stay in a hotel I think that it is the hotels responsibility to buy and supply 

regional and eco-certified food. I shouldn’t be the one having to check the quality of the 

supplied food” (Interviewee 4). “Ingredients are important to me. I need to know what 

the food I eat consists of (…)” but “When being on holidays I never really care about 

the ingredients. I think it is the hotels responsibility to care about that” (Interviewee 5).  

“The hotel should be in charge of it. It is the hotels responsibility. Local suppliers 

should be supported” (Interviewee 8).  

 

These statements show that guests expects the hotel to supply food with a certain 

standard; buying and supplying regional and eco-certified food should be a daily life 
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routine. Interviewee 1 answered: “Yes, I am interested sustainability. It is important. 

Food that is grown in the close surrounding is good for the environment and usually 

also tastes much better”. Also respondent 5 explained that “Yes, usually we buy only 

ecological bananas, the taste is much better. There is a huge difference to normal 

bananas”. However, regarding the question if she (Respondent 4) cares about 

sustainability issues also when being on holidays she said: “No, not when I am away for 

a few days. I am not that picky. I do not worry about the food quality that much. When I 

don’t like something then I just skip it. The meat for instance, I usually don’t eat meat at 

buffets.” Even though she said, that sustainability is not of major importance for her 

when being away from home, she cares a lot about the quality of the supplied food, as 

she takes a pass on items where she is not certain about the quality.  

 

The respondents 2 and 3 seem to care a lot about sustainability issues as they said that 

when buying food they usually always look for certifications. However, they are aware 

that certifications might not always tell the truth and that as a consumer you never really 

know what is happening behind the scenes. They state that only if both the supply and 

the consumption work together something will start changing. They explain that hotels 

could greatly support sustainability issues and that it might even be their responsibility 

to do so as they have a very good position for it.  They further say that “when people are 

on vacation they are sort of open, and maybe also think in a slightly different way, are 

maybe open for new things and thoughts” (Respondent 2).  

  

Would you be interested in getting information about the food supplied at the buffet?: 

“Yes, that would be really, really good. I think that would raise the quality. I think that 

people will accept this, and many people would probably enjoy this. Maybe also learn 

from it a bit (Interviewee 5). “Eco-certified or fair trade food is not of great importance 

for us but however, the ingredients are! We want to know what is inside the food we 

eat” (Interviewee 9).  

 

Interviewee 6 seems to be the contrary type of guest. He belongs to the 1. Group of 

guest determined in chapter 5.3.1. He eats always the same foodstuff and would try 

anything new. He is not aware of any kind of sustainability issues. Seasonality and the 

origin of food is of no importance. Regarding certifications he says that he usually does 

not buy it because it is more expensive and that he does not see any difference regarding 

the food quality.  

Should a hotel care about the seasonality of food? “No, I would not say so. Hotels 

should usually try to have everything available. When you have a buffet, you are always 

paying the same prize, so you should also get the same food items, no matter what 

season it is”. Nonetheless he said later on that he would enjoy getting some more 

information about the food supplied at the buffet. Respondent 5 (belonging to guest 

group 2, see chapter 5.3.1) said that to have information provided would be beneficial 

for most guests as nowadays many people care about the ingredients of their food. He 

also stated that he would be willing to pay a bit more for an increasing food quality.  
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“Supporting local produce is very important to us. At hotels they should always provide 

information about where the food comes from, the ingredients etc. In Sweden we feel 

like that the information which is provided is compared to other countries quite 

informative and good. They seem to be advanced; they give a lot of information. But 

still, here in this hotel, it would be great if they could give some more information. We 

would like to know about the things we eat, especially when being on holidays.” 

(Interviewee 8).   

 

To conclude this interview sequence I would like to refer to the three groups of guests 

determined in chapter 5.3.1. Referring to the guest perception three guest groups were 

defined. However, as the above findings show the guests’ interest in sustainability 

issues does not depend on what guest group they belong to.  

 

To sum up it can be stated that guests who are interested in sustainable food issues at 

home also care about it when being on holidays. Only very few guests (Respondent 4) 

do not care about it when being on holidays. However, to get information about the 

supplied food seems to be important for all interviewed guest. Their interest in the 

ingredients and the origin of food indicates that breakfast buffets in hotels can influence 

guest’s diet positively, in case the hotel provides sufficient information. Regarding the 

question if guests would adapt their diet at home and if they are willing to learn 

something from the food management practices is depending on each individual guest. 

 

Thus, it can be said that as more information is provided as greater the chance that the 

guests diet is influenced positively. Vice versa guest’s interest in sustainability and their 

wish to have more information provided pushes the hotels towards a restructuring of 

their buffet, including more sustainable food items and providing information about 

what they supply.   

 

5.2.4 Guest awareness 

 

The fourth interview sequence aimed to examine guests awareness regarding sustainable 

or unsustainable actions and practices performed throughout the breakfast buffet.  

 

Interviewee 1 said for instance, that she did not see any green labels or eco-

certifications on the tea and coffee packages provided at the buffet. She said that she 

saw only information about different diets (i.e. allergen-free dishes). To compare what 

the guests saw and what is really provided, oobservations and photographs were taken.  

The collected data was used to determine to what extend the hotels do provide 

information, indicate the origin and ingredients and show the labels and certifications of 

the supplied food items.  

Referring to this data it can be stated that both hotels in which the interviews were 

conducted did show that the provided coffee and tea were for instance eco-certified 

products. Good information was provided about the wide range of allergen-free dishes 

and some food items were labeled with ‘home-made’.   
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Besides responded 1, also respondents 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 said that they did not see any 

information about the food supplied at the buffet. This result shows that even if 

information is provided at the buffet the guests pay not that much attention to it. Either 

the information is not obvious and attractive enough or the guests actually do not care 

that much.  

In the previous interview sequences it was found that they are interested in 

sustainability issues and that they would love to have more information provided; 

however the information which is provided at the buffet does not seem to interest them.  

Interviewee 3 was even complaining that the jams were not labelled; she was talking 

about a ‘lack’ of information.  

 

Interviewee 10 is a good example for a guest who is generally interested in 

sustainability issues “I always look for certifications because I believe that the quality is 

somehow a little bit better” but pays no attention to the information provided at the 

breakfast buffet where he eats from.  

Is the coffee you are drinking Eco certified?  “I actually have no idea.  I did not look for 

it” (Interviewee 10). (The labels and certifications on the coffee and tea were placed 

right on top of the coffee machine).  

 

The awareness of guests serving themselves at breakfast buffets seems not to be that 

great regarding information provided, food items or the structure of the buffet.  

 

5.2.5 Guest suggestions  

 

This section was included in the interview examining guest ideas and suggestions 

regarding sustainability issues. It was aimed to determine if guests have any suggestions 

of how the breakfast buffet could be structured in a more sustainable way.  

Most respondents however, did not have any suggestions. They said that they liked the 

buffet, that it was tasty and that it had everything it needed. Most did not have any idea 

of how the buffet could be changed toward a less-carbon intensive food supply.  

However, some suggested that more information should be provided. Specifying this 

suggestion interviewee 3 had the idea to provide some ‘fun facts’ at the buffet 

highlighting the origin of the food, the traditions and stories behind specific food items, 

pointing out the seasons of fruits and vegetables, referring regional habits and including 

some specialities. Interviewee 8 suggested that some more vegetarian or even vegan 

dishes should be included, as usually there is no warm dish except meat and eggs. She 

also said that she would wish that the buffets would develop toward offering less 

choices but supplying food with a higher quality. Interviewee 2 mentioned the Italian 

idea of “Agriturismo” (an independently-owned farm stay, producing most of the food 

they supply themselves) and said that this should be taken as a direction for future 

development. 
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Interviewee 9 concluded after the final question was asked (Would a vegetarian buffet 

be a potential option to attract and satisfy guests?) that she does not think that it would 

be a good idea. She explained that when being on holidays she wants to eat whatever 

she feels like. She does not want to consider any health or sustainability issues when 

being on holidays.   

 

Referring to interviewee 1 a very sustainable buffet could be used as a great marketing 

tool as nowadays everybody cares about the food they eat. In today’s society 

sustainability is a good thing she said. 

 

5.2.6 Summary of in-depth interview analysis  

 

The ten in-depth interviews which have been held in two hotels examined guest 

perceptions of breakfast buffets, their eating habits both at home and away from home 

and their interest and awareness of sustainability issues (Objective 3). Guests’ 

perceptions of the buffets, guests’ habits and guests’ interest in sustainability issues are 

the main determinants for detecting guests’ interest and willingness to adopt toward a 

more climate friendly diet. Three groups of guests have been defined, distinguishing 

their possible potential to adopt toward changes regarding the foodstuff supplied at 

breakfast buffets in hotels.   

 

Group 1: Guests who eat the same food stuff they eat at home, not caring about other 

items supplied at the buffet.  

 

The guests belonging to this group hold a very low potential of adopting their diet to 

any changes undertaken at the breakfast buffet. Regardless the diet the guests are used 

to (i.e. carbon-intensive or carbon-neutral), different food items, a different structure or 

more information provided at the buffet will not further attract them.  

However, guests who are used to eat healthy and environmental friendly foodstuff at 

home and when being on holidays, might show a greater potential to get interested in 

other food management practices in case they support their habits and interests. This 

means that even the guests who usually eat the same diets at home and when being on 

holidays could be pushed toward a more environmental friendly diet using the right 

tools and strategies. Social marketing is proposed as one possible tool to achieve a more 

climate friendly diet for the guests of group 1. However this tool will only influence 

those guests who are already eating environmentally friendly food items. The guests 

who usually eat carbon-intensive food will not be attracted by low-carbon food items in 

any way; no matter which tool would be used.  

 

Group 2. Guests who eat their specific 'holiday diets' - differing from what they eat at 

home but quite specialised regarding the food they expect to be supplied at a hotel 

breakfast.  
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When being on holidays, guests from group 2 want to eat foodstuff that differs from 

their diets at home. They have their specific ‘holiday diets’ which are only consumed at 

breakfast buffets away from home. Usually they look forward to it and in some cases it 

also influences their hotel choice. Breakfast buffets are of great importance for them, 

they are expected to be something special and are likely to be remembered when 

returning back home. The guests who are used to their special holiday diets show a 

potential in adapting changes undertaken at breakfast buffets as they allow themselves 

to eat foodstuff, which does not belong to their usual diet. Using the social marketing as 

a tool to push the guest’s holiday diets toward a carbon-neutral consumption of food is 

proposed as a possible tool. The guests from group 2 show a potential in adapting 

toward more climate friendly diets, it just need to be tempting enough. The guests’ 

attention need to be caught (i.e. through ‘fun facts’, specialities, visual appeal etc.) 

followed by their attempt to make changed in their holiday diets.  

 

Group 3: Guests who are willing to try all items supplied at the buffet - regardless their 

usual preferences or habits.  

 

Guests from group 3 show the greatest potential in adopting changes toward a more 

climate friendly diet as they are willing to try new foodstuff and to eat unknown or 

unusual food items. Their diets can easily be influenced through the supply of food at 

breakfast buffets. The supplied food needs however to be visually attractive, well 

placed, and tasty. 
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6 Conclusion 

 

In the concluding chapter of my thesis the main research findings will be presented, 

focussing on the objectives and research questions of the study. Moreover, drawing on 

the limitations of the study, final remarks emphasize on suggestions given to encourage 

further research combining tourism and food aiming to mitigate the sectors greenhouse 

gas emissions as a field of major importance for today's society.  

 

6.1 Research findings 

 

For many tourists the experience of eating food served at a breakfast buffets is full of 

pleasurable anticipations. They expect a large amount of food being nicely presented, 

offering a vast choice of cold and hot dishes, supplying all kind of food items, suiting 

the taste of each individual guest.  

However, tourists’ expectations of a breakfast buffet offered in a hotel differs 

essentially from the diets guests consume at home where they choose to eat healthy 

foodstuff, where they want to know about the ingredients and prefer not to buy food 

with an unknown origin. Bread, cereals, fruits and dairy products are those healthy 

items guests’ breakfast at home consists of. In contrast the unhealthy food offered at 

breakfast buffets includes often fatty food items, meat, salty dips, sugary juices and 

white bread. The definition of ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ food items are linked in my 

study to ‘sustainable’ and ‘unsustainable’ food items supplied at breakfast buffets in 

hotels.  

 

The findings of my study build on the definition that ‘sustainable’ food items are grown 

locally, do not emit a high amount of GHGs throughout their production, are adapted to 

the season, do not use energy for storage and  respect ethical standards. ‘Unsustainable’ 

food in contrast, is environmentally unfriendly, carbon-intensive and polluting the 

world. Red meat for instance is producing over 40 times more CO2-e than cereals (beef: 

10 kg Co2-e/ 1000kcal, cereals: between 0.045- 0.225 kg CO2-e/ 1000 kcal; Gössling et 

al., 2011) and is therefore regarded as being unsustainable. 

 

The main research findings will be presented following the objectives and research 

question of this study. In the chapters 1.2 and 1.3 the relation between objectives, 

research questions and aim has briefly been explained. Figure 17 builds on this relation 

and outlines how the objectives and research questions are linked to each other.  
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Figure 17: Objectives, research questions and aim  

 
Source: Own illustration  

 

Each of the three objectives will be presented first, outlining their main findings, 

discussing to what extend the objectives have been met and if the results and analysis of 

the empirical data provide appropriate answers to the research questions. 

 

6.1.1 Objectives  

 

The main findings of this study are presented throughout the following sub-chapter, 

either related to objective 1, objective 2 or objective 3. As Figure 17 illustrates, 

objective 1 and objective 2 will help answering research question 1 and objective 2 and 

3 will help answering research question 2.  

 

Objective 1: “Measure the (un)sustainability of hotel breakfast buffets regarding their 

supplied food”  

 

The (un)sustainability of 11 hotel breakfast buffets has been measured using a scoring 

system, based on the 11 categories of the FOODSCALE questionnaire. The scoring 

system made it possible to indentify a specific sustainability grade ranging between 0 to 

100 FOODSACLE points. Regarding the points the buffets reached (39 points lowest 

score; 84 points highest score) it can be identified that the sustainability grade varies 

from buffet to buffet with a range of over 40 FOODSCALE points difference. Each 

FOODSCALE point the buffet scored indicates a step toward a sustainable food supply. 

Each missing point indicates in contrast the unsustainability grade of the breakfast 

buffet. The bigger the unsustainability (as lower the FOODSCALE points) the more 

adaptations and changes have to be undertaken in order to move toward a better 

sustainability grade. In two categories (Cat. 2, Cat. 8) none of the buffets scored the full 

amount of FOODSCALE points. The category of seasonality (Cat. 2) and the Origin of 

food (Cat. 8) are therefore the categories were all buffets have to adapt their food 
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management practices toward a more sustainable supply. Some need to undertake more 

changes to reach a higher sustainability grade than others. The 'best practice' example 

(Buffet 11) is the buffet that reached the highest score. However, in some categories 

(Cat. 2, Cat., 3, Cat. 7, Cat. 8, Cat. 9, Cat.11) even the best practice example should 

make some adjustments in order to reach the total score (100) and the full sustainability 

grade. In category 2 the buffet did not reach the full amount of points as the restaurant 

does not have a regional food calendar, which helps to increase the seasonality. To 

reach the full amount of points in category 3, buffet 11 would need to supply fairly 

traded coffee and tea. In Category 7 two points are missing, which could be reached 

through the donation of edible food to food banks for instance. Regarding the origin of 

food there is just one point (out of 27 missing) which reflects that not all meat is bought 

from local farmers. Category 9 shows the greatest space for improvement as only four 

from ten possible points have been reached. To reach the other six points health and/ or 

sustainability promotion activities should have been undertaken during the last 12 

month, customers are regarded to be surveyed to get opinions about food sustainability 

and information needs to be provided concerning the origin of the supplied food items. 

In category 11 there is one point missing which can be reached by changing the plates 

available at the breakfast buffet into ones with a smaller diameter, which will decrease 

the amount of food consumed and thrown away.  

These examples for improving the sustainability grade indicate that even when scoring 

84 FOODSCALE points (buffet 11) a couple of arrangements have to be made in order 

to offer guests a fully sustainable breakfast buffets. This demonstrates that all buffets 

with lower scores have even more adaptations to make.  

 

Measuring the (un)sustainability of breakfast buffets demonstrated the urgent need for 

implementing more sustainable food management practices. None of the buffets reached 

the full amount of points, many of them not even reaching half of them. Only with a the 

full score of FOODSCALE points a mitigation of greenhouse gases can be assured 

within the food supply sector at breakfast buffets in hotels.  

 

Objective 2: “Explore possible pathways toward a more sustainable food supply at 

breakfast buffets”  

 

The second objective has been met using the results of both the quantitative and 

qualitative empirical data collected. Possible pathways toward a more sustainable 

supply at breakfast buffets are outlined in the results and analysis of the FOODSCALE 

questionnaire and the in-depth interviews. Even though the food supply and the food 

consumption side are two different sectors with their individual areas of improvement 

they are interlinked and show some relations.  

 

The way the buffet is structured for instance will directly influence peoples 

consumption patterns as it has been found that the first items a person sees and 

encounters will be eaten. One possible pathway toward a more sustainable food supply 

at breakfast buffets is therefore the rearrangements of carbon intensive food items 

toward the edges of the buffet, where the guest will not see these items as easily. To 
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increase the visual appeal of low-carbon food is another pathway which will influence 

guests from group number 1 and group number 2 (see page 78) toward more sustainable 

eating habits. FOODSCALE category 9, emphasizing on consumer information, is one 

of the categories in which the most improvement is needed as only very few of the 

possible points have been scored. This is in interesting result as within analyzing the in-

depth interviews it has been found that most guests wish to have more information 

provided about the food supplied at the breakfast buffet. This finding opens up the 

possibility advertising the 'sustainable' food items and to make them more attractive for 

consumers; this strategy is referred to as social marketing. To make use of social 

marketing is therefore defined as another pathway toward a more environmentally 

friendly food consumption. To provide information about origin, season, specialties and 

local habits should be used as a technique to influence tourists to accept, reject, and 

modify their eating behavior benefitting their own health and society as a whole. Most 

tourists are interested in eating more 'healthy' food items and not necessarily more 

'environmentally friendly' foodstuff, but as highlighted above, 'healthy' and 'sustainable' 

food items are often in close relation. Guests' descriptions of their eating habits 

demonstrated that they eat more healthily and also more environmentally sustainable 

foodstuff at home than when being on holidays. This opens up another pathway for 

reaching a better environmental sustainability within the food supply and consumption 

sector. As guests (from group 1 and 2, see p. 78) are interested in getting offered a more 

healthy diet when being on holidays, hotels should adopt to that demand and change 

their food management practices accordingly.  

Guests interests in sustainability issues is not that big, which reduces the potential to 

achieve a more sustainable food consumption through providing information 

emphasizing on environmental sustainability issues (origin, seasonality, certifications 

etc.). It should rather be investigated to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions through 

attracting guests to eat a more healthy diet, which is often automatically also more 

environmentally sustainable.  

 

Objective 3: “Examine guest perceptions of breakfast buffets, their eating habits both at 

home and away from home and their interest and awareness of sustainability issues”.   

 

The third objective has been met throughout examining the results of the in-depth 

interviews. Guests' perceptions, guests eating habits, guest interest in sustainability, 

their awareness and their suggestions have been the core of investigation.  

To compare and verify guests description of the buffets photographs have been taken 

(Appendix 4) and observations have been made. The results and analysis exposed some 

differences in what the guests described and what the buffet actually supplied. When 

information about food items was supplied, most guests did not even notice it. One 

interviewed guest said that he usually buys only certified products because it has better 

quality and that it taste really different. Asking if the coffee he drinks is organic 

certified or fairly traded he said that he does not know, that he did not look for it. The 

coffee machine where he took himself a coffee had however clear indications and big 

labels regarding their certifications (Appendix 4). This example demonstrates that even 

when guests say that they are interested in sustainable products, their actual awareness 
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and actions undertaken might however be considerable small. This shows a limitation of 

how much consumer behaviour can be influenced and changed through providing 

information at the breakfast buffet. However, it also demonstrates that indications and 

information needs to be obvious and eye catchy, otherwise it will not lead to any result.  

 

The objectives of my study were the direct determinants for focusing precisely on the 

knowledge I wanted to create. They were the tools for gaining specific results, 

providing outcomes which will help answering the research questions.  

 

6.1.2 Research questions 

 

The research questions were crucial for my study, as they guided through my literature 

review, they shaped the ideas and concepts of my framework, they guided my decisions 

of what methods to employ and what data to collect and they guided the analysis of the 

data. Both research questions will be answered in the current chapter.  

 

Research questions 1: “Can sustainable food consumption patterns of tourists be 

encouraged through breakfast buffets?” 

 

The empirical results and analysis of the food supply side (Chapter 5.1, p. 40) provide a 

clear answer to research question 1. With the help of objective 1 and objective 2 the 

following answer can therefore be given:  

 

Yes, sustainable food consumption patterns of tourists can be encouraged through 

breakfast buffets, if:  

 

 The food supplied at the breakfast buffet is to its greatest extend sustainable 

itself. That means that the supplied food items need to be carbon-neutral in their 

production, need to be purchased from local farmers and companies, need to be 

adapted to the seasons and need to fulfil the maximum of ethical standards.  

 The buffet is structured in such a way that carbon-neutral food items are picked 

first.  

 The visual appeal of low-carbon food attracts guests to an extend that they 

choose the 'sustainable' items, instead of going for their usual carbon-intensive 

holiday diet.  

 Sufficient information is provided, guiding guests toward choosing the 

'sustainable' food items. That means that through the information provided at 

breakfast buffets guests need to be encouraged toward beneficial decision-

making eating mostly the food items supporting a reduction in greenhouse gas 

emissions.  

 

These characteristics are essential determinants at breakfast buffets in order to 

encourage sustainable food consumption patterns of tourists. In case a breakfast buffet 
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does not include these characteristics, sustainable food consumption patterns will not be 

encouraged through this buffet.  

 

Research question 2: “Are tourists interested in adopting a more climate friendly diet 

when being on holidays?” 

 

The empirical results and analysis of the food consumption side (Chapter 5.2, p. 55) 

provide the knowledge for answering research question 2. Objective 2 and objective 3 

therefore build the basis for the answer of research question 2, which is twofold:  

 

Yes, tourists are interested to adopt toward a more climate friendly diet when being on 

holidays  

 

and  

 

No, tourists are not interested to adopt toward a more climate friendly diet when being 

on holidays.  

 

If the research question can be answered with yes or no is depending on the guest group 

the tourist belong to. In chapter 5.2.1 (p. 56) the following three different guest groups 

have been identified:   

 

1. Guests who eat the same foodstuff they eat at home, not caring about other items 

supplied at the buffet.  

2. Guests who eat their specific 'holiday diets' - differing from what they eat at home but 

quite specialised regarding the food they expect to be supplied at a hotel breakfast.  

3. Guests who are willing to try all items supplied at the buffet - regardless of their 

usual preferences or habits.   

 

With the help of the 3 identified guest groups it can be determined that in contrast to 

Halls (2013) statement that within tourism mobility tourists are often not interested, 

neither willing to adopt a more environmentally sustainable behaviour (Chapter 1.3, 

p.4), the majority of tourists, in regard of food consumption, shows interest to change 

their behavior when being on holidays; guests from group 2 and group 3 are interested 

to give up carbon-intensive eating habits. 

 

Guests from group 3 are interested to adopt toward a climate friendly diet when being 

on holidays as they are willing to try new diets, willing to eat all food items supplied at 

the buffet, curious about unknown foodstuff.  

Guests from group 2 can be convinced to adapt toward a more climate friendly diet 

when being on holidays in case the breakfast buffet fulfills the requirements of research 

question 1, listed above.  

Only the majority of guests belonging to group 1 does not show any interest in adopting 

toward a more climate friendly diet when being on holidays, regardless of the 

circumstances at the breakfast buffets. Some individuals from this group might however 
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be willing, in case that their diet is already carbon-neutral; throughout sustainable food 

management practices at breakfast buffets this behavior can then be even further 

supported and encouraged.  

 

In relation to the guests interest and willingness hotels can act as role models, 

promoting more sustainable behaviour through sustainable food offers at breakfast 

buffets. The idea of hotels acting as role models focuses on encouraging beneficial 

decision-making, such as the adaption of more sustainable food consumption patterns to 

mitigate climate change.  

 

Thus, social marketing can be stated to have a big potential in encouraging more 

sustainable consumption within the context of tourism. Social marketing is proposed as 

one possible tool to encourage more environmentally sustainable food consumption 

patterns, for instance throughout more climate friendly food items, supplied at the 

breakfast buffets in hotels. With the help of social marketing tourisms' potential to 

mitigate greenhouse gas emissions is constantly gaining importance, leading toward a 

environmental friendly food consumption that mitigates greenhouse gas emissions and 

conserves our natural world.  

 

6.2 Limitations of the study  

 

Even though the thesis has reached its aim through the empirical research undertaken, 

some limitations occurred throughout the research process. The following research 

limitations did either affect the quality of the findings of this study or the potential the 

objectives have been met and research questions have been answered effectively.   

 

The empirical data of this study is based on two main methods, which might have 

constraint the quality of the findings. The time for investigation had to be split, 

focussing on both tools (FOODSCALE method and in-depth interviews) emphasized in 

this study. The amount of sights selected for the case study of the current research was 

limited as the process of contacting the responsible persons, introducing the tools, 

supervising their information and answers provided was very time consuming. For a 

generalisation a bigger amount of sights would have been essential. Time constraints 

further limited the amount of in-depth interviews undertaken. When conducting the 

interviews I only interviewed guests from two hotels, which could have limited the 

answers I received. When choosing the respondents for my interviews I did not 

distinguish between tourists staying a short or long period of time away from home 

which could have affected the given answers.  The FOODSCALE method used for 

measuring the (un)sustainability of breakfast buffets did not suit all selected hotels and 

respondents who filled in the questionnaire. Questions were too difficult, too time 

consuming or inappropriate. Question 2 in Category 4 (see Appendix 1) for instance, 

asked for specifications regarding the amount of buffet items based on meat and fish. 

Most of the respondents were not able to provide such information. The results were not 

sufficient enough for analysing them. Retrospectively, the questionnaire method itself 
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limited the effectiveness of meeting the objectives and answering the research question; 

a face-to-face method could have been more efficient and appropriate.  

 

6.3 Suggestions for further research  

 

With the results of this thesis I added knowledge about potential mitigation strategies of 

greenhouse gas emissions in the area of food supply and consumption in the context of 

tourism. However, this thesis is only representing an entry point into a field of research 

in tourism studies with current importance. Within the food and tourism sectors 

potential pathways, strategies and solutions should further be studied regarding the 

current climatic changes. Aiming to protect our natural environment and to benefit 

society as a whole the current study should be taken as a basis for further research 

investigating the food sector and behavioural patterns within tourism studies. Thus, the 

following suggestions are proposed:   

 

1. Conducting a related study using a quantitative research approach, using quantitative 

methods (i.e. the FOODSCALE questionnaire) only. With this approach opportunities 

for generalisation can be provided, drawing an interesting angle of the sustainability 

grade of breakfast buffets, comparable within and between all nations. Results from 

such a study could indicate the potential to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions within 

tourism and food to a broader extend.  

 

2. Using the FOODSCALE questionnaire of this study as a tool to conduct further 

research in the same or similar context. The categories of the questionnaire can easily be 

changed, questions adapted and cores redistributed. The very narrow angle of the 

questionnaire used in this study (mainly focusing on environmental sustainability 

aspects) can be expanded, focussing on different sustainability aspects more in depth.  

 

3. Focusing on the food consumption side only, in order to generate results that are 

generalizable to a greater extend. To gather knowledge regarding the eating habits of 

tourists differentiated into the nation of origin will open up further pathways for hotels 

to adapt their food management practices toward a supply adapted to specific target 

groups.  

 

4. Conducting a similar study focusing on lunch or dinner buffets or a la carte menus, 

aiming to identify the most 'sustainable' way to supply food for tourists staying in 

hotels. The sustainability grade of buffets can then be compared to the sustainability of 

a la carte menus. Performing interviews with guests regarding their preferences 

resulting in new knowledge about the 'most sustainable' way to supply food.  

 

5. Realising an experiment, focusing on vegetarian or vegan food, focusing on a before 

(regular) and after (vegetarian) research design, applying quantitative and qualitative 

methods in order to gain knowledge from the supply and consumption side.  
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App. 2: Food supply side - FOODSCALE scoring system  
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App. 3: Food consumption side - in-depth interviews with tourists 
 

 
Hotel guest interviews (approx. 30 min)      

 

Introduction  

 Background (inform respondent about topic and aim)  

 Ethical instructions  

General questions (make respondent feel comfortable) 

 Please tell me a bit about your stay in Kalmar (purpose, length, interest…) 

 Are you a frequent traveler? Usually staying in hotels?  

 Any specific reason for choosing this hotel? (place, price, recommendations, tripadvisor…)  

Specific questions 

 Guest perception of the buffet (structure, items, information…)  

o How did you like the breakfast buffet?  

 What did you see first? What did you pick first? Was it big/ small?  

 Where the plates full and did you get everything you wanted?  

o Was there a sufficient choice of supplied food?  

o Did you miss anything? Such as fresh fruit and vegetables, yoghurt or warm dishes or fish?  

o Regarding your specific taste, what is a must at a breakfast buffet?  

o Which items could be excluded from the buffet you just ate regarding your taste?  

o Did you make use of the mild dispenser next to the coffee machine?  

o Did you  

o Would you say that the buffet you just ate from was sustainable?  

 Why/ why not?  

 In what sense?  

 Guest habits  

o Can you tell me what you usually eat when having your breakfast at home?  

o Are you buying organic or eco-certified food? And drinks? (coffee/ tee?)  

o Do you know where the food originally comes from when you buy it? 

o Do you know which fruits and vegetable are ripe in which season?  

 And do you adapt you’re your home cooked food to the seasons?  

o Do you normally buy fair trade coffee and/ or tea? 

 

 Guest interest in sustainability  

o Are you usually interested in sustainability issues? If yes in what sense?  

o Is sustainability it of any importance when you are on holidays?  

o Would it somehow influence your hotelchoice?  

o Is the sustainability of food of any importance for you?  

 At home? / on holidays?  

 Guest awareness  

o Is there any information provided on the buffet regarding eco-certified food, or the origin 

of food items?  

o Would you be interested in having more information about the supplied food?  

 Guest suggestions  

o Do you have any suggestions how the buffet could be structured in a more sustainable 

way?  

Additional questions/ comments 
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App. 4: Buffet pictures 
 

 

Pic. 1: Meat, ham and cheese placed in the middle of the buffet  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic. 2: Five different sort of flavoured yoghurt and milk  
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Pic. 3, 4 and 5: Allergen free dishes supplied and clearly indicated  
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Pic. 6, 7 and 8: Reusable jars for jam and dips, cornflakes and muesli  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic. 8: A milk dispenser right next to the coffee machine  
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Pic. 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13: Description about homemade spread and salads   
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Pic. 14 and 15: Indications given about possible breakfast dishes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pic. 16: Homemade bread  
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Pic. 17: Ecological and fair-trade products  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


